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(No. 35791) Sung by Kate Smith,
this number could have no strong
er advocate of the message con
These Records May Be
tacted within it. This is really
a grand job.
Heard At Maine Music
Turning to a lighter vein, Col
Co., Rockland
umbia presents Kate Smith sing
The Christmas spirit Is reflected ing “A Nightingale Sang In Berk
in the flrst two dises from Colum ley Square” (Ifo. 35778). Accombia. The flrst, “Santa Clause I- j panied by Jack Miller directing the
Coinin' To Town” (No. 35788) i-' j orchestra, Kate does a nice job
one that youngsters enjoy and that with this popular number.
the older person enjoys as much.
The Bartoer Shop Melodies with
It is a clever song popular new the “Plat Foot Four” bring “Annie
as it was • when it appeared sev Laurie" (No. 35795) frem Colum
eral years ago. This version is by bia.
This is good work with
Joe Mess and his Society Orches smooth blending of harmony with
tra with the vocal by Dick Robert- no accompaniment. The four have
sor . Second, is the beautiful hymn a nice sense of balance and use
wh*ch reflects the Christmas joy it to a great advantage. The bal
so well, "Slient Night, Holy Night" anced rhythm is carried by flrst
one part and then shifted nicely
with no break to another part.
The polka is coming back and
to prove this, Columbia has re
cently released several polkas, old
and new. One of the most recent
of these is the “Flower Polka" (No.
12190-F). This is a fast moving
Qenuine Snqraved
piece which brings to mind pic
tures of the old German and Bav
arian beer gardens where the
populace collected after a hard
day s work.
Classics are always pleasing and
the following album from Decca
Finest quality oi stool engraving
(Album No. 166) brings many of
on flno while vellum stock $00 lor
the favorites of the old from the
only • * *
Xylophone of Yoichi Hlraoka. In
cluded in this album are: “Allegro”
(1st movement) by Wolfgang Mo
zart; “The Swan" by Saint-Saens;
'Gavotte In D” (From Suite No.
PLATE INCLUDEDI
3 in D major for strings) Johann
Sebastian Bach; and “Wiegenlied”
Wide selection ol letter styles.
Op. 49, No. 4 (The Cradle Song)
Come ln and see our samples.
by Johannes Brahms. Other masters
Included in this album are Gluck.
Postage Extra
Monti, and Haydn. This is an exTHE COURIER-GAZETTE celelnt piece of work and excep
tionally well done.

Recordings In Review

BUSINESS

CARDS

$

795

GALA MIDNIGHT SHOW
NEW YEAR’S EVE
First and Only Showing in Knox County
Laugh Comedy of the Year

THIS THING CALLED LOVE
MELVYN DOUGLAS

ROSALIND RUSSELL
ALL SEATS 40c.

DOORS OPEN 11.00. SHOW 11.30

ALSO PLAYING WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY. JAN. 1-2

a*

NEW YEAR’S PARTY
AT

WINDSOR HOTEL
BELFAST, MAINE

SILVER STAR COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Windsor Club Band

Dancing

Floor Show

Where There Is NEVER A Cover Charge

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 31,1940

NEW OFFICERS IN CHARGE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
The Rockland Oaaette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Oazette ln 188# The Free Press
, ,. . _
’ was established ln 1866 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
Success of the Rockland Kiwanis commendatory terms of Lieut. Oov. papers consoUdat<;d March n, 1897.
Club was explained in part at last Arthur F. Lamb and President
night’s Installation ceremonies at Pomeroy. He stressed the import
ance of attendance and prompt
[EDITORIAL]
monthly reports, and presented a
past president’s pin to Mr. Pom
THE PRESIDENT’S BROADCAST
eroy, who was given an ovation.
The new officers of the Rock
It was estimated that 80,000,000 Americans would listen
land club are
to President Roosevelt’s Sunday night broadcast on the war
situation, and this was probably no exaggeration. So vital was
President—Francis D. Ome.
the message, and so much to the point, that nobody consid
First Vice President—J. Donald
ered political lines. Here was the head of the Nation speak
Coughlin,
ing-elected by Democrats and opposed by Republicans—but
Second Vice President—Lawrence
still our President, who was to tell us frankly what we might
Mliler.
be expected to face, and the exact position we are ln to face it.
Secretary-Treasurer—Oeorge W.
The public wanted to know those facts, and they wanted to
Brackett.
know what we should do about England and what lt was
purposed to do. And that information was also given without
reservation. If the Axis powers derived any satisfaction from
that, it must be because their understanding of the English
language is not our understanding.
The unfortunate part of the whole situation ls that the
public viewpoint is not a unified one. There are many .who
oppose the President's position, and they brought the strongest
kind of pressure to bear upon the Chief Executive to use the
soft pedal. That element may be correct ln Its position, but
the belief of this newspaper is that the President's presenta
John Pomeroy, who has presided the
tion of the situation was ln complete accord with the ma
past year
jority’s wishes. That was our reaction.
The Associated Press of the broadcast quotes the following
the Copper Kettle, When pins were
striking sentences:
presented to 10 members who had
The nub of the whole purpose of your President ls to keep
100 percent attendance records the
you now, and your children later, and your grandchildren
past year—a gain of one over 193L.
much later out of a last ditch war for the preservation of
American independence.
Four of these members—“Jed"'
Never before since Jamestown and Plymouth Rock has our
Robinson, Dr. E. W. Peaslee, Lloyd
American civilization been in such danger as now.
M. Richardson and Oeorge W.
The Nazi masters of Germany have made it clear that
Brackett, who have not missed a
they intend ... to enslave the whole of Europe, and then to
meeting since the club was formed
use the resources of Europe to dominate the rest of the world.
The United States has no right or reason to encourage
five years ago. And maybe the
talk of peace until the day shall come when there ls a clear
club didn't give these boys a fine
Intention on the part of the aggressor nations to abandon all
hand. Donald Cummings missed
thought of domination or conquering the world.
the five year record by a single Francis D. Orne, who takes up the
The experience of the past two years has proven beyond
meeting.
doubt that no nation can appease the Nazis. No man can
reins for 1941
tame a tiger into a kitten by stroking it.
Francis D. Orne and Pearl Stud
There is far less chance of the United Btates getting into
ley have missed no meetings for two
Directors — Sherman Daniels,
war lf we do all we can now to support the nations defending
years. Three new additions to the Owen Johnston, Edwin Scarlott,
themselves against attack by the Nazis than if we acquiesce
100 percent ranks were Dr. Donald H. P. Studley, Robert McCarty,
in thetr defeat, submit tamely to an Axis victory, and wait
T. Leigh, Sherman Daniels and Hugh Little, Louis B. Cook and
our tum to be the object of attack in another war later on.
There ls no demand for sending an American expedition
Arthur F. Lamb. Lamb took oc Clinton J. Bowley.
ary' force outside our own borders. There is no intention by
casion to explain that it was his : Immediate Past President—John
any member of your government to send such a force.
89th meeting of the year, a record ; Pomeroy.
The nation expects our defense industries to continue
which is explained by the fact) Lieut.-Gov. Turner was accom
operation without interruption by strikes or lockouts
that he is Lieutenant Governor of panied to Rockland by three
All our present efforts are not enough. We must have
the Ninth District, and has visited I
more ships, more guns, more planes—more of everything.
other members of the Augusta
There will be no “bottlenecks" In our determination to
many other clubs.
Club—Franklin J. Witham, George
aid Oreat Britain. No dictator, no combination of dictators,
Thc pin presentations were madc . A. Royal and TYiomas Peddle.
will weaken that determination by threats of how they will
by President John Pomeroy who'
Guests were Albert McCarty, R. S.
construe that determination.
was retiring from office after a Sherman. James A. Moore and F. A.
I believe that the Axis powers are not going to win this war.
year's administration in which he Winslow.
I base that belief on the latest a., j best Information.
has given outstanding service as a
Mr. Royal, who is president of
presiding officer.
BRANN’S NEW CONTACT
the Augusta Club told of the In
In his valedictory Mr. Pomeroy stallation and ladies' night to be
Sounds like a lame duck affair—the new law partnership
told of the occasional slump which held there Jan. 3. Dr. Donald T.
formed by ex-Oov. Louis J. Brann of Maine and ex-Gov.
comes to all service clubs and ad Leigh, James Flanagan and Rich
Joseph B. Ely of Massachusetts. But it has the earmarks
vised the Kiwanians to “come back ard P Bird were appointed a com
of being a most successful combination, and it will have the
on the ground and get your feet mittee to arrange for a Rockland
best wishes of Brann's host of Maine friends.
| placed.” His pride in the organlvisitation.
i zation which he has so capably
OOOD NEWS FOR COLBY
I headed was voiced in his statement
i that it is “the best club in Rockland
The men who are working so energetically for the early
1 and the Ninth Kiwanis District."
completion of the new Colby College plant on Mayflower
Mixed with his high praise, howRockland Boy Will Serve
Hill in Waterville must have been greatly heartened by the
! ever, was a note of caution. He said
latest gift of $100,000 which will be applied to the fund for
On
Columbia
College
Com

that some of the departments were
the new campus. With such good news pent up in thelr
i not
functioning,
and advised
mittee Aiding Them
systems
how long will the grateful recipients be able to pre
J the club to "take stock and find out
serve the gift as "anonymous?"
Gardner L. Brown of 5 Beech
' what is needed in Rockland."
The officers for the coming year street, Rockland, will serve on a
EGGS "DROP" IN LUNNON
j were installed by Kenneth Turner committee of Columbia College men
I of Augusta, the incoming Lieuten- seeking to raise funds for the relief
The price of eggs has been reduced five cents a dozen ln
; ant-Govemor, who said he had of destitute students in both Europe
England despite the bombing raids. So that now all the
and
China.
Money
collected
will
never attended a Kiwanis installa
Britons have to pay is 82 cents.
tion and hadn't much idea what purchase food and educational sup
plies
for
young
scholars
who
have
they werc like, but who then pro
DENTING ITALY’S FIGHTING MIGHT
ceeded to do the Job In most ap been driven from war-torn uni
proved style, first speaking in highly versities.
Supposedly official figures say that 38,114 prisoners have
Columbia's quota of $1000 is part
been taken by the British in Egypt. Has anybody seen that
of a nationwide goal of $100,000
statement in Benito’s latest communiques?
being sought by collegiate members
of the World Student Service Fund.
AND MAY IT BE HAPPY
Four undergraduate dormitories and
18 fraternities at Columbia will par
Tomorrow we will all be greeting each other with that
ticipate in the drive.
trite phrase “Happy New Year." Stereotyped, to be sure, but
Brown, a member of Columbia's
into the words vouchsafed for 1941 must be read a deeper
Junior Class is a graduate of Rock
meaning. Providing of course we fully recognize the emerg
land High School.
,
ency as the First Citizen of the Land recognizes it.

Destitute Students

RIDDANCE PARTY

Beginning WEDNESDAY, JAN. 1
INCLUDING

MEN’S and BOY’S WINTER WEAR
SKI CLOTHING - SUEDE JACKETS

There are two cities hi the world
Aviation experts report that one
The orderly officer received a
with more than a million telephones long-range bomber can cover in
complaint
about the issue of bread.
each—New York and Chicago.
two and one-half hours the ter
ritory a destroyer would require
Since static parks can ignite
ANNOUNCEMENT
24 hours to patrol.
dust,
static electricity is a possible
The Dental Office of
cause of many explosions.
In New York City public schools

DR. DANA S. NEWMAN

142.218 students are learning for
eign languages. French lead with
156-157 60,000.

WILL BE CLOSED
FROM JAN. 3, TO ABOUT FEB. 1

LOOK AT THESE VALUES

MEN’S ALL WOOL MACKINAWS.................................................. $4.25
BOYS’ ALL WOOL MACKINAWS............................................... $3.95 up
MEN’S MACKINAW ZIPPER JACKETS ........................................... $3.95
(32 ~z. all wool, water repellant)

MEN’S SKI PANTS............................................................. $3.75 and up
MEN’S SKI JACKETS.................................................................. $3.95
(button and zipper fronts)

PARKAS.................................................................................... $3-50
LADIES’ SKI JACKETS........................................................ $4.50, $5.25
LADIES’ SKI PANTS.................................................................... $4.25
WINDPROOF JACKETS (while they last)......... ...................... $1.49 up

THE FACTORY STORE
THOMASTON, MAINE

The Black Cat

Kiwanis Club, With Fine Record, Squares
Away For Another Big Year

YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS
OUR FIRST SEMI-ANNUAL

Volume 95............ Number 157.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Workmen are busy removing the
debris of the recent Clifford Lodge
conflagration at Warrenton Park.
A beautiful ’’show place" gone.

cent early morning earthquake
shook The Black Cat from his bed.
In reply I will say that The Black
Cat was much more concerned about
the stability of his house chimneys
Thomaston outdid itself this year than he was about his personal
In the way of holiday decorations. welfare.
The display on the State Prison
premises was naturally the center
Over in Lewiston when the side
of attraction, but the illuminated walks are slippery the residents do
residences have all come ln for their own sanding, a barrel of the
praise. Too bad that these inspir non-skid material being placed at
ing scenes must so soon be swal each street comer. Older Rockland
lowed up by darkness.
residents will recall the administra

I am told that, one of the pret
tiest Indoor Christmas trees to be
found anywhere was at Hillcrest
Inn, Warren.
The ninety and
nine presents which lt bore, and
the 125 Christmas cards spread
upon the piano top, occasioned
much happiness.

New neckties and Christmas
cigars have been having their inn
ing the past week,

State 4-H Contest
Jolly Toilers of Thomaston
An Outstanding Club—
Some Winners
Almost 300 outstanding mem
bers of Maine 4-H Clubs, accom
panied by their local leaders, took
pert ln the 27th annual State 4-H
Contest at the University of Maine
last week.
Announcement of
awards to winners in the various
projects and contests, educational
classes and recreatl.on made up
tne principal part of the program.
Named as the outstanding 4-H
Clubs of the year were four: Bet
ter Your Best 4-H Club, Brooklm,
led by Mrs Pearl Lanpher; We Ten
c.ub, Dayton, led by Miss Ruth
Anderson; Flat Bay Club, Harring
ton, led by Harmon Willey; and
the Jolly Tollers 4-H Club, Thom
aston, led by Mtss Arlene Nelson.
The clubs received cash awards of
$15, $10, and $5 made by the
Maine Farm Bureau Federation.
Harlan Stevens, of Turner, re
ceived the Alpha Zcta award at
the closing session, recognizing
him as the most outstanding 4-H
v.ub boy of the year in Maine.
The award is made r Alpha Zeta,
honorary agricultural society. Neal
Walker of Wiscasset, made the
award.
Watches, given by Thomas E.
Wltson and Mrs. Charles Walgreen
of Chicago, were awarded to Ar
nold Smith of York county, in the
—e—;■

WALDO THEATRE
FIRST APPEARANCE TOGETHER!

Just arrived, a full barge load of freshly mined

Famous New River Soft Coal

ROSALIND

RDSSEIL~DOUGIAS

157-1

156-1

The Knox County Camera Club's
public showing of its full length
movie “Knox County on Parade"
will be on Feb. 7 at the Community
Building ln Rockland.
Tiie picture has been filmed and
edited by members of the Club and
covers ail the recreational and lnductrial activities of the county for
the year 1940. All scenes have
been taken with the brilliant Ko
dachrome film which renders all
pictures in natural color.
Persons who have seen shorts of
rome of the scenes have pronounced
It a professional job and are eager
ly awaiting the showing when they
can see the entire picture unfold
before them in a 2% hour show.
Club members, of which there are
40, are now selling tickets for the
entertainment.

meat animal contest, and Owen
Harold Smith, Aroostook county, in
the home ground beautification
contest.
Dean Arthur L Deering of the
college of Agriculture made the
blue-ribbon awards to the winners
in the various 4-H Club projects.
Among the winners from this
section were:
Chick raising—Marsha’l Cilley,
Lincolnville, first; Walter Henry,
Thomaston, second.
Sweet Corn—J. Wilfred Hobbs,
Hope, first.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

O WORLD) O LIFE! O TLME
’ O World I O Life I O Time
On whose laat Heps I climb.

Trembling al that where I had
stood before;
«IH> BINNII BARNES
AllYN JOSIYN
DlncM by ALEXANDER HAll

ROCKLAND, ME.

Full Length Motion
Picture With Local
Subjects To Be Shown
February 7

If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to rted eome
poetry and listen to aome muelo el
least once a week. The loee of theee
tastes la a lose of heppln Me—Chartoe
Darwin

Screened Nut Size (oil treated) $10 per net ton
Lumpy Run of Mine, $9.00 per net ton

TELEPHONE 487,

County On Parade

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

MELVYN

\uo

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

In response to a number of re
quests the electric flag on Clare
mont street will be lighted tonight
and New Years night from 5.30 to
10—this Ior the benefit of those
who have not had an opportunity to
see it. It is estimated that more
than 1500 persons have thus lar
viewed the novelty, along with the
other striking decorations through
out the city.

Interesting group photographs of
modem days and days which have
gone are to bc found in many
homes. The Courier-Gazette will
One year ago: Mayo P. Simonton
be glad to borrow them for repro
duction if they are clear enough died at the age of 84 —“Suicide
Lunch—the Home of the Joneses"
for that purpose.
moved across the street on Tillson
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald who wharf —William Frank Flint, 74,
was in New York Christmas Day died ln Cushing.—Rev. Ernest O.
says that the temperature was 58 Kenyon was severely injured ln an
above, half a degree warmer than automobile accident at Thomas
it was there July Fourth. What a ton—Mr. and Mrs. Chester Over
lock celebrated thelr golden wed
strange country we live ln.
ding anniversary in ThomastonMrs. Doris Merrifield of South Maine’s sardine pack was the high
Hope is anxious to know if thc re est in years.

WALDOBORO, MAINE

NEW RIVER SOn COAI

tion of the late Mayor Frank C.
Knight when abuttors in the resi
dential section were obliged to do
thelr own snowshoveling.

Starts tonight with special New Year's Eve show
at 11.30 p. m. and runs
Jan. 1, 2, 3, at Waldo Theatre, Waldoboro.

When wlll return the glory of your
prime?

No more—O never more!
Out of the day and night
A Joy haa taken flight;
Fresh Spring, and Summer, and
Winter hoar
Move my faint heart with gslef. but
with delight
No more—O never more!
—Percy Bysshe Shelley

Every-Ollwr-Dav
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preciate being given warm (or any)
clothes, if suddenly your home and
everything in it fell flat to the'
THREE- TIM
F. S - A - WE■K
TTMES-A-WEER
ground, and you were left with
Great peace have they which
exactly what you stood up in. And
love Thy law: and nothing shall
when would-be kind neighbors are
offend them.—'Psalms 119: 165.
in the same pl.ght, they cannot
help. So do not imagine you are
not doing important work!"
Excerpts from Miss Marchant's
(By K. S. F.)
When the new board of Kncx
At- the approaching term of Su- story in the London Daily Express:
County officials taxes the oath of perior Court he will be faced by 1 She is » Yorkshire girl, tiny, pert,
From Many Lands, author Loul'
office at the Court House tomorrow one of the heaviest criminal dockets pretty with inexliaustible energy
------------------------------------------------ and terrior-llke disposition. Speak
Adamic; Harper Brothers, publish
prominent in the group will be tlie
ing ci tlie supplies received from
ers, Nett’ York.
ycung man who lias been elected
America she says: "The greatest
This remarkably interesting bet.':
to serve as county attorney for the
work being dene by Americans is
next two years—Stuart C Burgess.
is packed full up with history of th"
repairing the human damage that
The newcomer in county politics
amalgamation of scores of d:r"—*
has torn the East End. I went
was
bom
in
Warren.
Nov.
20.
1903.
peoples from all over the w-’-: ’:
around the clothing centers to see
sen of Mr. and Mrs, Lewis H Bur
coming to America and the Un: i
hew useful American clothes were
gess. After graduating from War
States to make homes on this vast
to the homeless. There is one
ren High School he tock the com
and beautiful continent. The very
thing about all the supplies that
mercial
course
at
Bryant
AStrat

fact that the author is also th?
Pr IL J. Weir-nan's new residence at the corner of Claremont anil
has a real tcuch of delicacy about
To both classes . . . those who
writer of two such successful and liner iik stree Rack laid. The most notable addition to Rockland's ton's Business College in Boston.
it. Everything they send is newYielding to the lure cf the legal
—Photo by Cullen
satisfying books as "My America" (comp'. .. J' b ,!J.ng construction in 1940
brand-new. That is a gesture to
burn DiS.lI Anthracite and those
------------------------------------ profession he entered the Cumberand "The Native's Return," gives
the people who receive them that
way itr membership increased un- , land University Law School, from
strength to this review's judgment.
who should ... we extend onr
1s greatly liked. They come out |
der hi; mastership. The Grange | which he sraduated in 1930. This
For those who have not a reading
of the rooms with their bundles
' was followed by a course at tlie
best wishes for a Happy, Healthy
acquaintance with Louis Adamic, let
was a very sick child and near
as if they have been to the outfitBoston University .Law School, as
me say this: Born in Yugoslavia in
death wfier. Rube t.-„k the case.
I ters, not to the pawnbrokers.
a special student, meantime become
uud Prosperous New Year!
1899. when 14 years old came to the
He changed the medicine they had
There is no sense of taking away
OF
versed
in
the
practical
side
of
the
United States as an immigrant;
been aos.-d with and. while the new
| someming old, cast-off, that nolegal profession in the law office
now a highly respected citizen who
concccfion stirred up considerable
i body wanted. The clothes are
of
Alfred
W.
Ingalls
Boston
at-1
Call 487
has visited and dwelt in every one
pain n the lazy internal organs
warm and practical and have been
By
torney.
of the 48 States. He has tried al
selected
carefully
for
an
English
of
the
patient,
the
effect
of
the
IREE MEMBER
He was admitted to practice in
most every worthy trade and was an
new treatment was at once ap this State by tlie Maine Bar As- I
man, woman or child."
American soldier in the first World
A short while back I had busi parent.
sociation Sept. 3, 1935. and on Dec.
War. A brilliant scholar and con ness which took me to the Armory,
If you would determine tlie true
Reuben put everybody to work, 14. 1937, was admitted to practice :
ROCKLAND, ME.
tributor to many periodicals, and
facts of the matter as regards the
on Spring street and was pleased but he led the parade himself and in the Federal District Court. He
editor of a magazine.
to meet some of my old friends in did more work himself than any I ” ^"^7 "~d' a law office ] in recent years but his ability to ecoomic status of a nation, look to
His deep interest in the fact that
its breadlines, not to itc headlines!
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL
and about the building. Among half dozen others did. He spent in Rockland in April 1937.
handle it is unquestioned by those ■
38.000.000 immigrants from over 50
these were O. B. Brown, Jimmie long houfs calling on scores of
In tlie Summer of 1938. little who are familiar with his unflinch -1
different national and racial back
members,
literally known outside of his native town. I ing integrity and steadfastness of
Gray, one time cornet bruiser in prospective
grounds, are now a part of these the boys band, and others.
smoked out dead embers—I mean he became a candidate for the! purpose
United States and need guidance
On the top floor I saw pictures of members, although "embers ' de county attorney nomination. He, Mr. Burgess lias served as city
by honest intellectual thought and
old friends and acquaintances— scribes them pretty well—and "went made virtually a house to house | solicitor since Jan. 1, 1939. and his
careful husbandry.
, past mayors of Rockand. Some out into highways and byways and canvass, afoot, and was defeated , leccrd in that office is one of which
This book gives along with stories, Qf them J
Qthers ^.compelled them to ccme in and
by tlie narrowest of margins al-; file city may well feel proud. In
of many lands and the r peoples, a I sUghUy bu). mosi of
faces
re after he got them in he spt them though pitted against a popular telling cf this service Mayor Veazle
most engaging and thrilling account
memorles
stoking the fires of Grange en opponent, who had proven his effi and ether city officials speak of
of the Finnish people that number
R of
thusiasm and, behold, he soon had ciency in office. In the primary Mr. Burgess in highest terms.
into the many thousands of families
Thorndike recalled especial memo a real Grange of real workers and election last June he found himself
He is a member of the Rockland
dwelling in almost every part ol
ries. The three Thorndike boys. he made them like it.
in competition with another popular Kiwanis Club and Pleasant Valley
these United States, but are apt to
After paying $1000 for "Middle candidate, but this time had a com- Grange, P. cf H.
Charlie. George and Reuben were
settle into communities all their own
the very first playmates of my ear street school house'1 the members fortable margin, and ills election
He was married June 5. 1939. to
and for the most part have made
1 Louise Newell of Belfast.
liest recollections. They, together felt that they should be allowed came as a matter of course.
excellent citizens.
with Gene Sleeper who lived at to sit back and take it easy, but !
Mr. Adamic unfolds the life story
corner of Broadway and Chestnut Rube thought otherwise He ad many will remember her splendid
of one John Starkker, who came to
age on the j
| streets, formed a quartet it would ’ vcx?ated building a
performance as "Mrs. Wiggs of the
America from the Finnish border
be hard to duplicate as all around , back side of the hall. A good
land next to Russia. He came wU«
stage where plays could be pro- I cabbage patch.”
desire to settle in Oregon, and it good plaJ n'at<s_
Bombed Residents of
But. to close this very incomplete I
duced. Said stage to cost $600. My I
. ook
. ,him
,
_
....
„__I always like Reubent just a uute ,
London Found Comfort In
memory sketch of Reuben. He was
five
jears
to accomplish
H<? ffiy,
wh<)
u wit, bubbling with good humor, |
American Assistance
e our^ej'
* '
''
. was a genial chap and had the hatl done *
days work by payconstructive and honest. I re- ■
-------U_ °. S r,h ,
.
moment same facultV Ior getting his own in8 for the hall set up a loud w il.
member hearing him say once
Excerpt from letter written by
difficulties that never for a moment
°
daunted the determined native of wa>' without
feathers but Reuben soon had them lap that he always thought of a lot of English woman to friend in New
Finland; and the triumph of his of °thers that developed into ping up the idea like puppies bright things to say—after he left York, and forwarded to Norman
around a pan of milk and the
efforts is a revelation of what faith
a public gathering!
Well, I Davis, chairman, American Red
stage was built and paid for and
life.
wouldn't knew, but, I have heard Cross.
and works can give to man and his:
no one was killed doing the job
family. This one chapter is worth [ He was so darned genial that it
a crowd go into a tailspin laugh
"Some cf the people were
the price of the volume. The histories was a Pleasure lo have him either. After that came rehearsals at some of his funnyisms. It bombed” she wrote, "their homes
of a number of nationalities, are around' and work with him. He galore and plays "galcrer" and wasn't what he said but the way destroyed, and they were taken
Rube kept them working and
all bound up in "this book, with indi- had good *>und ideas about
he put it over that scored a laugh, to a large building for shelter.
vidual stories of many persons who
and things and got things done happy until he had to leave to
Iree Member one night in Grange There they found wonderful comhave made fame for themselves, and
makin8 everybody man. take a position in Portland.
Part of the lecturer s program was fort with American supplies; loveAlthough
I
was
in
New
York
vital contributions to the well be- I
wted Reuben as a pretty
a question and answer period. One ly blankets, and warm, new beauing of this country. The author is
diplomat. He got people during the two terms Reuben question asked was. “What can be tifully made garments. They all
DEC. 30 - JAN. 4
to see things his way by suggestion served my heme city as mayor I
doing his bit to help save this naused to take the odor of ice cream heartily blessed and thanked the
am
told
that
he
was
both
popular
AUNT JEMIMA
tion from the evils of European in>tead of bellow-ng at them like,
from the breath?” After ever}- American Red Cross for their tlmeunrest and nihilistic upheavals like- weU’ like some Politicians I and efficient in that office. He mar ' body had a good laugh and no one ly help. I wanted you to know
ried a neigli'oer of mine, Mabel
which tend to destroy whatever they
suggested an ice cream Oder re- your things are gratefully used,
NORTHLAND-PANCAIK
Brown, a most gracious lady, loved
touch. It was the high spiritual | sp‘n -ntough life,
mover Reuben slowly arose and Try to think how you would ap18 OZ
Iree
Member
when
Rube
was
by
all
who
knew
her.
Mrs.
Thorn

SYRUP Mopl.BI.nd
BOTS 25c
atmosphere of this country that lent
ln his laconic manner and quizzical
■1■
dike was also well known on the
elected
ma'ter
of
Pleasant
Valley
the great urge for successive waves
i tone of voice remarked that, for with us. The world would be a
of immegrants to these shores from Grange and it was marvelous the local stage and I am sure that ! cne. he recommended raw onions. better place if tt'e could have a
PKGS
SPLENDID
all corners of the earth. Our coun
; Said he was sure a good, fresh lot more like the cne and only Reu
MINCEMEAT
PKGS 19c
try must keep this high standard or
ben S. Thorndike.
raw onion tt'ouid do tne trick.
fall and democracy fall.
(To be continued)
Reuben, your memory is still I

MUCH ADMIRED RESIDENCE

A NEW COUNTY OFFICIAL

Stuart C. Burgess, Former Warren Boy,
Takes Over As County Official Tomorrow

Book Review

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS

LOCAL BANDS

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

offare-

to «r/

YES, and shall have
to go right on eating
during the coining
year, too! Let your NATION
WIDE grocer be your guaran
tee for better Food Values
through 1941.

News Of Red Cross

PANCAKE FLOUR

2

Enough diphtheria toxoid to im
munize 7.000 children has been
sent to the British Red Cross by
the American Red Cress via clip
per plane, and the first fast
steamer will carry enough of the
toxoid to immunize one million
children.
Already the American
Red Cross has sent 153,000 hypo
dermic needles. Officials said no
report indicated an actual out
break of diptheria in England and
that the immunization was con
sidered simply precautionary.

For a hurry-to-breakfast aroma
try crusty Oatmeal Muffins

VALLEY BRAND

PICKLES

Au'l Kinds

2 !a°rH9c

GORTON’S

CODFISH CAKES
LILY WHITE

CODFISH

1 LB
PKG

BONELESS
STEAKS

23c

2

CANS

BELL COW

TOMATOES

2?an‘s|7c

PRUDENCE

WL'S HEAD

NO 2
CANS

iOLDEN CORN*

21.

CORNED BEEF HASH

2

APPLY NOW
FOR

CANS

3 5<

FRIEND S BEANS

STAR ROUTE

(THE NEW PANTRY SIZE)

THREE CROW-GROUND

AND

2 CANS 17C

NUTMEG
STOKELY'S

REAS and CARROTS

CANS

25c

DUNHAM'S SHREDDED

STOKELY'S

GRAPEFRUIT
Easily made this
time-saving way

TO

E. C. Moran Co., Inc.
TEL. 98

425 Main St., Rockland
153-157

typewriters
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
ROCKLAND
TYPEWRITER CO.
71 Park Street
Tel. 297-W
Free Typing Course

CANS

(ALL KINDS)

BOAT ROUTE

SURETY
BONDS

2

• Want to add something differ
ent . . . something more substantial
to your breakfast menus for cold
mornings? Then be sure to try
these crusty little Oatmeal Break
fast Mullins. They're full of oldfashioned goodness and flavor. And
their tantalizing aroma is enough
to start any sleepyhead hustling
toward the breakfast table.

You won’t mind preparing these
Oatmeal Mullins often, either, foi
you can measure ingredients and
start the muffins the night before.
Next morning it takes only a jiffy
to cut in triple-creamed Spry and
whisk the ingredients together.
This all-purpose shortening is so
pure it allows the nutlike oatmeal
flavor to come through perfectly.
Cut out this tempting recipe and
surprise your family with it to
morrow. You'll vote these Oatmeal
Breakfast MulUns a satisfying treat.

Pour sour milk over rolled oats
and let stand 6 to 8 hours, or
overnight.

Sift flour with soda, salt and
sugar. Cut in Spry until mix
ture is like meal. Add egg and
oatmeal mixture to dry ingredi
ents and stir vigorously until
all flour is dampened. Bake in
Spry-greased muffin pans in
hot oven (425 F.) 25 to 30 min
utes. Makes 12 large muffins.

CRABMEAT

23c

CAN

23c

8 OZ
PKGS

25c

COCOANUT
k LB
PKGS

You’ll want to repeat this“deluscious” treat! Looks like home
made chocolate cake—but is made
of double-rich chocolate ice cream
with a layer of creamy, tender marsh
mallow, lavishly topped with fresh,
nutty “macaroon crunch.” Irresistible!

THESE CAKES
will be on sale at all
E. & M. Dealers
Edwards & Co., Mfrs.
23 TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND

(All measurements in this ref ifie are level)

c%!

IZUMI

OATMEAL BREAKFAST
MUFFINS
1 ’ 3 cups sour milk
2 cups rolled oats
l'cup silled floor
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons sugar
^4 cup Spry (triple*
creamed shortening)
1 egg. beaten

2

PRICE

65c

19c

HERSHEY'S (Baking)

CHOCOLATE

NATION-WIDE
PURE

TOPTEST-IMPORTED

SARDINES

In Pur.
Oliv. Oil

A

X

CANS

23<

YAHILLA or LEMON

GUARD

DOG FOOD

6 CANS 25c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE

lOHLE

23(

GROCERS

Every-Othcr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 31,1940

TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan 6—Golden Jubilee gum meet
ing of Lady Knox Chapter, DA R at
Community Bulldlng
Jan. 17—Educational Club meets at
Grand Army hall
Feb 14 16 —Camden — Outing Club
Carnival

The Weather
The 1940 half of the Winter la
going out much milder than It
came in last month, and in order
to get a fitting fare-you-wtll the
sun ts shining for the first time
in five days. The roads are en
tirely free cf snow, but the malls
are clogged with unpaid bills, In
spite of which the Weather Man
wishes the cld year's survivors a
Happy New Year.

HOLIDAY P. O SCHEDULE

Holiday hours will be observed at!
the Post Office Wednesday. Jan.
1, as follows:
Registry. Money Order. General
Delivery and Stamp windows will
be closed all day.
There will be r.o delivery by
R.F.D. or city carriers.
Perishable and Special Delivery,
mail will be delivered.
Oeneral collection will be made
at noon.
Mails will be received and dis
patched as usual.
Corridor will be open frem S
a, m. until 8.30 p. m.

vestry.

Prom the Chamber of Commerce
comes word tliat a majority of
Rockland stores will be closed
New Years Day.

Many cases of chicken pox
among the school children are
being reported to Dr James Kent,
city health officer.
Five men will be sent to tlie in
duction center in Bangor from
Knox County Jan 16 Announce
ment of the names la expected to
be made at the end of the week

An abnormal tide, piling into
Rockland harbor before an easter
ly caused some concern along the
waterfront yesterday. But there
were no ‘'lime fires' as there used
to be before tlie breakwater was
cocnpletd.
Capt. Martin Miller was in the
city a few days ago. greeting old
friends who reinember when he
was skipper of the lime company's
tug Fred E. Richards, He la now
in command of the tug Nancy Mor
gan, formerly the_ B liner Perth
Amboy. He was toting two Sheri
dan barges to Boston.

Public supper. Saturday. Jan. 4
from S to 7 o'clock at Legion hall.
Llmerock 6t.
157-1

Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf
Vlslt Lucien K. Oreen & Son for
Furs; Burdell s Dreas Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
School street. Rockland.
107-tf

INDIGESTION
nuy affect the Heart

Ow trap;*?, in the stomach or fulltt r*ay erf Htw •
fcair tngg»r no the heart Al Ue flrat algn of >] atraat
■Bert aea and
tlapand on Ball si.. Tablau U
aat gai free. N<, laxautw hut made of the faaUeCarttnc MedlrliMe lann for arid Ind.gwtion, If the
FIRST IMWK vkjMf. t
lie!) ana beUM.
butue ta ua and raralva LMJL’UIi Uaet Bsc*

DANCING
Every Wed.
AT
GLEN

COVE
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMA1RES
STTtf

DANCE
at

ELKS HOME

BUFFET LUNCH
FAVORS
NOISEMAKERS

Miss Florence M. Titcomb of
Monticello, who is now teaching
Home Economics to the girls of
(trades 7 and 8 at the McLain
School.

Clayton E. Smith, new principal
William B. Felker of North Anson
of the McLain School, replacing the
late Mrs. Maud Co-wins. Mr. Smith who entered his duties as manual
has for several years been teaching training teacher for Grades 7 and 8
in the schools of Rockport.
at the High School building.

Fifty Golden Years

schooners, among them the "Ida,
Dow’’ and tlie "Atlantic Coast." At
one time he did marketing for the
Warren Creamery located the Llbbv
Homestead Farm, during the Span
ish-American War.
Mrs. Bucklin 72, was born in
Cushing, one of the nine children
of Dunbar and Amanda <Robinson)
Grafton. As a child she resided for
several years with an aunt in St
George, and as a young woman was
employed In Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Bucklin were mar
ried Dec. 27, 1890, by Rev. Charles
Plummer, then pastor of the Meth
odist Church In Thomaston. With
the exception of a few months
passed in Thomaston, they have
since resided in South Warren.
Both are charter members of
Goodwill Grange. Mr. Bucklin the
first master of that organization
and serving as master for five years.
Mrs. Bucklin served as the first
Ceres, and since that time as lec
turer and chaplain. Both are
members of the Knox Pomona
Grange, and the State Grange. Mr
Bucklin for 30 years was a member
of Georges River Lodge, K. P. of
Warren.
They have two sons, Fred of
Port Arthur, Texas, and Walter E„
dairyman of South Warren, ar.d
one daughter, Mrs. Walter A. De
lano, w’ho makes her home with
them. They also have seven grand
children.

South Warren Couple,
Wedded Half-Century,
Feted By Friends

WALDO THEATRE

*ent

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 106

Mrs William Pierson

•

CARD OF THANKS
To the many friends who cheered
me on Christmas with letters, cards,
gift-, I extend a sincere thank you
Sophia Shepard
Waldoboro.
•

<b
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express mv snprecbt'on
of the cards, cakes and other kind
nesses of friends with which I was
recently favored.
J O. Chadwick
Pleasant Point.
*

M G. M. Presents
JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY
GEORGE SANDERS
in

TODAY, TUESDAY, DEC. 31

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks and
appreciation to all who have been so
kind and faithful to our loved one
during h's long Illness; to the Cen
tral Maine Power Co employes, rela
tives neighbors and friend- for the
beautiful flowers, cards and letters,
the kind services of Mrs Crozier and
Mr Russell and the comforting words
spoken by Rev. J. C. MacDonald.
Mr- William E. Brown. Mr end
Mi- Frank Brown. John E. Brewster.*

H. H. Crie & Co., following their
usual custom, will be closed on
New Years Day.—adv.

BEANO, 1.0.0. F. HALL
Wednesday, 2.00 o'clock
Door and Attendance Prizes
Chicken, Beef. Pork and Steak
Dinners
Admission 25c

Musical romance filmed entirely
in Technicolor!
Also: Walt Disney’s
"GOOFY’S GLIDER"

It’s your baby...
The New Year is on your
doorstep ... 365 days of

frolic and colic.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Servict

Ambulance Service

• • •

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Everybody

GREGORY’S

9 CLAREMONT ST.

TEL. 662
KOCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

TEL. 294
41G MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

REGULAR MEETING, 7.30

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL 1187 -R.

ROCKLAND, ME.

J

DR. NEIL A. EOGG

II ill Resume 11 is Surgieal Prartirr

on
FEBRUARY 12. 1941.

155-20

DOWN THE
HOME STRETCH
"Steamboat Days,” which has been running the
past year and a half in The Courier-Gazette, swings
into its final phase next Saturday, beginning the
history of the “island boats.”

Off

"Bernadine and Marion" the
clever girl entertainment team
which made so many friends here
last Summer, will open an engage
ment New Years night at the New
Hotel Rockland cocktail lounge.
Since leaving Rockland the girls
have been in Portland and Boston,
and return to Rockland direct
from an engagement at the Crown
Topsy-Turvy Sale, Thursday, Fri
Hotel In Providence. R. I. The day and Saturday, Jan. 2-3-4.
lounge is under new management. Crockett’s Baby Shop.—adv.

The opening chapters will carry a special repub
lication of—

“A

FAMOUS
STEAMBOAT
WAR”
Written by Sidney L.

Winslow

of

Vinal

haven, enlarged and
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette j

Read The Cour’er-Oazette

revised

tion

‘THEY'RE BACK AGAIN”

in

for

publict-

“Steamboat

Days.”

That Popular Harmony Team
Please Notice: Special New
Year’s Eve Preview showing,
starts Dec. 31, 11.30 p. m ..
“Thus Thing Called Love,"
with Rosalind Russell and Melvyn Douglas. See additional
advertising below.

Binnic Barnes, Gloria Dickson
Allyn Joslyn

in

Happy New Year

I
I

The monthly supper will be held
Wednesday night at 6 o'clock at the
' Methodist Church.
Mrs. Laura
Bus well and Mis. Grace Lurvey are
i co-chairmen. The Women's Social
j Christian Service meeting will fol
low the supper with Mbs Eliza
Steele as guest speaker. Her topic
will be "Being Help in Our
Heme City.

MARION and BERNADINE
Opening the Nev/ Cocktail Lounge

ROCKLAND HOTEL

“guys” in the world.

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 1

ANNOUNCEMENT

they were impressed with a con
spicuous feature of the Brook land
scape—the new sign of the Cen
tral Maine Power Company.

MELVYN DOUGLAS

adopting is a happy Ameri

—
There are 39 states with agencies
engaged in promoting tiavel in the'
United States.

In THOMASTON

The “Pioneer" was rightly named for she began steamboat service be
tween Vinalhaven and Kockland in 1867. She was not very speedy and
When the down-towners arrived one Island wag told me the government engineers once mistook her for an
on Main street yesterday morning island and planned to erect a lighthouse on her.

AT THE

That this new baby you're

Installation of Canton Lafayette
and Auxiliary will be lielcl Wednes- '
da night, with Mrs. Adaie Brown,
association vice president, install
ing the Auxiliary and Ccmni Sargie
L. Warren of Oakland installing
the Cantcn. There will be no sup- !
per, but refreshments will be served |
after the services. Members may
invite guests.

A. F. & A. M.
MEETING

The mild weather has brought
the few inches of frost out of the
ground, incidentally creating havoc
with the tarred surface of most
roads.

Columbia Pictures present
ROSALIND RUSSELL

what we want to tell you...

AURORA LODGE

The Junior Y.P.C U. met Sunday
afternoon in the Universalist
Church, and devotional exercises
were led by Miss Sylvia Christoffersen. Games followed a short
business meeting. Visitors' night
will be held Jan. 12.

Alex S. Vardavoulis, treasurer of
Paramount Restaurant, is a surgi
cal patient at Knox Hospital.

cry days . . . wet days and
dry days . . . but here's

The Lions Club is having its
weekly luncheon this neon in
stead of Wednesday on account of
the holiday.

hour and 55 minutes—a record i
never duplicated by sail, and not
even equaled by steam until 25
years later.
|
The framed resolution was pre
sented to Capt. Hoyt and lias been
hung in his cabin below that of
the original painting of the clip
per ship Red Jacket. A coincidence
is that Capt. Hoyt who now re
sides in Tacoma, Wash., was reared
in Bristol, Me., where his mother
was born and where he owns a
family farm. Bristol is about 20
miles from Rockland. Capt. Hoyt’s
father and mother were married
in Bristol.
Although the Red Jacket's home
port is San Francisco, the steamer
has been officially documented and
adopted by Rockland, Me., per
haps the only American ship afloat
so honored. This vessel along with
a sister-ship, the Flying Cloud,
named after another famed clip
per ship, were recently purchased
outright from the Maritime Com
mission by Grace Line for their
Pacific Coast-La tin American serv
ice.

JANUARY 1

and you are the luckiest

rn

The fourth annual midwinter
conference of the Garden Club
Federation of Maine will be held
Thursday, Jan. 16. in Augusta at
the Penney Memorial United Bap
tist Church, Grove street. Mrs.
Clarence S. Beverage of Augusta.
Federation president, will preside,
the sessions starting promptly at 10
a. m.. and closing about 4 p. m.,
with the 12.30 noon luncheon
served at the Augusta House, near
the church.
Miss Laura B. Sanborn, immedi
ate past president of the Augusta
Nature Club. Is general chairman
of conference arrangements. Mu.
E. Stewart Orbeton of West Rock
port, Federation chairman of pro
grams and lectures, is assisting
Mrs. Beverage in arranging the
program, featuring lectures of in
terest to garden club members, by
two well known authorities.
Mrs. Frank P. Babbitt of Hallo
well, Mrs. Francis H. Farnum and
Mrs. Milton S. Kimball of Augusta,
members of the Kennebec Valley
Garden Club, will arrange the
flowers and decorations.
Mrs.
Charles T. Penney of Augusta is
chairman of registrations at the
church; Mrs. Frank H. Mason of
East Winthrop, hostesses; Mrs.
Vincent T. Lathbury. Jr., of Au
gusta, pages.
All luncheon reservations should
be sent by Monday. Jan. 13. ac
companied by check of $1 to Mrs.
Charles M. Bailey. 53 Chestnut
street, Augusta, chairman of the
luncheon committee. Because of
the necessary guaranteed number
of luncheon tickets, only prepaid
reservations can be made. Mrs.
Beverage announces that the
change from the original date of
Jan. 17 was necessary because of
conflicting dates of other organi
zations.

WEn.-THUBS.-FRL
JAN. 1. 2, 3

ens . . . and that both he
156-157

Mrs. E. Stuart Orbeton
Assistinq President In
Preparation Of Program

There’ll be hey days and

can kid . . . Thank Heav

ADMISSION 75r

Garden Club Federa’n

(By Jerry Scar.lon of the Grace
Line.)
“Adoption" with formal cere
monies of Grace Line s new C-2
steamer Red Jacket by the City of
Rockland. Maine, has been voted
and) a copy of the resolution re
ceived from the City fathers of
that down east city by Fred, L.
Doelker, Vice President. Grace
Line.
The Red Jacket, comman,!<'d bv
Capt. William F. Hoyt, is now in
regular service between Pacific
Coast ports, Central and South
America. The tribute from the
citizens and city officials of Rock
land is in recognition of the vessel
being christened and documented
in that city and named after the
famed clipper ship Red Jacket
which was built there and made
the fastest crossing of the .Atlan
tic In sailing ship history.
The original sailing ship Red
Jacket a painting of which was
given by Rockland to Capt. Hoyt,
was built at Rockland in 1852. She
made the record trip from New
York to Liverpool In 13 days, 1

“BITTERSWEET”

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation
for the many acta of kindness durimt
our recent bereavement
For the
cards, courtesies and other express ions
of sympathy we are deeply grateful
Lloyd E. Clark. Lloyd E. Clark. Jr. •

NEW YEAR’S EVE
Dancing 10 to 2.00

Latest News Concerning
Red Jacket—City
Fathers’ Resolution
Hangs In Cabin

Fifty friends from
Rockland,
Thomaston, Deen Isle and Friend
ship. and neighbors gathered Fri
day night at the home of Mr. and
Mis. Levi R. Bucklin. South War
ren,
in a surprise anniversary party
BORN
Van Urman At Friendship. Dec 14. complimenting them on their gol
to Rev and Mrs H W Van Deniaii den wedding anniversary,
Mrs.
a son Arthur Wesley
Pierson
At Camden Community , Oscar Copeland in behalf of the
Hospital. Dec 28. to Mr and Mrs group, made the gift presentation
Llovd Pierson, a daughter
Peterson At Vinalhaven Der 22. to of a blue wool blanket, reading as
Mr and Mr- Thorolt Peter-on. a son. 1
she did so, an anniversary poem
composed by Mrs. Edwin Nash, at
MARRIED
Kanf.-Tait
At Itsckland. Dec 31. the request of Mrs. Cornelius Over
Ralph A Baiiga uf Phillips and Mrs. look.
Mr. and Mrs Bucklin ex
Janet W Talt of Rockland By Rev
Dr Guv Wilson
pressed their thanks.
llall-Thumpson At Friendship. Dec.
Other gifts were a bride's cake,
23. Maurice T Hall and Ellen F.
Thompson both of Friendship—By made by Mrs. Kenneth Pales of
Rev H W Van Deinan
Gross-Small At Deer lale. Dec. 21. South Warren; a bouquet of yellow
Jerome H Gross of Stonington and
carnations, silver, and a sum of
Lorraine Small ot Sunset
Calderwood Maralnl At Catwnn City. money, the latter from their son,
Nev Oct 11. Nell M Calderwood for
merly cf Vinalhaven and Katherine Fred Bucklin, port engineer for a
Maralnl ot San Francisco
gasoline company at Port Arthur,
Texas.
DIED
The guest book was in charge of
Jenkins — At Rockland. Dec. 28.
Mina B Jenkins, seed 49 years. 11 Mrs. Walter Bucklin, and the de
months. 2 days
Funeral Tuesday
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the Bur- tails of the affair were carried out
pee funeral home
Pierce At South Thomaston. Dec by Mrs. Oliver Libby, Mrs. Charles
29 Orrin J Pierce, aged 78 vesrs 11 Maxey, and Mrs. Kenneth Pales of
months. 2 days
Funeral Wednesday
at 2 oclock from the Burpee funeral South Warren, and Mrs, Josie
home
Please omt flowers
Hvipkins At Camden. Dec 30. Annie Hyler of Rockland, sister of Mrs.
B wife of Oeorae C Hopkins aged Bucklin. Refreshments were served
71 yean. 11 months. 27 days Funeral
Thursday at 2 o'clock from the real by Mrs. Charles Maxey, Mrs. El
dence
C. M. Lawry, late of Battery F
Hawthorne At Rockland. Dec 31. mer Overlock. Mrs. Kenneth Fales.
was
called to Fort Williams Sun
John 8 Hawthorne of Waldoboro Mrs
Walter Bucklin and Mrs.
seed 81 years
Funeral Thursday at
day on official business.
1030 from Flanders funeral residence. Oliver Libby of South Warren, and
Simmons At The I.urette Thrmsston Dec 28 Sarah J. Simmons, wife Mrs. Ray Spear of Thomaston, the
The officers of Edwin Libby Re
of Jacob E Slmniod, of Port Clyde, napkins, and dainty plates of the
aged 72 yean. 4 months. 5 davs. Pu
lief Corps will be installed Thurs
neral Wedne-day at 2 o'clock from service, edged with gold, to carry
day night at 8 o’clock by State
Port Clyde Baptist Church. Burial
cut the full significance of the an
at Turkey Ridge cemetery
President Marguerite Duplisea of
Pillsbury At DI bio. Calif. Dec ?R. niversary,
Gray. Mrs. Laura Libby of Gray,
Gracia Sprague, wife of Coot Albert
Mr. Bucklin. 73, was bern in
F Plllsburv (native of Rockland),
I State inspecting officer, will be
aged 73 years. 8 months. 3 days
Scuth Warren, one of the four chil
1 conductor during the services. Ail
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge W jof Mrs. Gladys Murphy's officers
AN APPRECIATION'
The members of the Rockland Fire Bucklin. A sail-maker by trade,
i who are to take part in the open
Department wish to express their deep
appreciation of the remembrances he worked for a period of 19 years ing march are requested to wear
sent for the
holidays
espo-lally beginning In 1883. at the Dunn <fc
thanking Perry's Markets. Fred C.
long white dresses. The installa
Black L E Jones and an unnamed Elliot sail-loft, Thomaston, later in
tion is semi-private, and each mem
feminine donor.
•
1906 for the S. A. Jones Loft In
ber Is privileged to Invite one
Waldoboro, and during the first
CARD OF THANKS
guest. Refreshments will be seved.
I wt«h to thank all the friends and World War in 1918. at the Wash
neighbors who were so good to me
In mv recent bereavement; also for burn loft in Thomaston, for the At
the beautiful flowers
I especially
For the latter
want to thank the New Haven. Conn . lantic COast Co.
boys for the beautiful pillow they he made sails for four-masted
Clark Island.

The library will be closed all day
Wednesday.

In Regular Service

Three Neiu Rockland Teachers

Aurora Lodge FAM. will hold
its annual meeting tomorrow night
in Thomaston.

When Santa Claus presented air
rifles to two Rockland lads it was
with no expectation that the plate I
glass window of the Payson Beauty
Or. Charles O North Is gaining Shop on Park street would be used
steadily, at his home on Union as the ‘'proving ground."
street.
The annual Watch-Night service
which
has been observed at the
Tlie Educational Club will meet
Jan. 17 at Orand Army Hall from First Baptist Church for many
years will open on Tuesday evening
3 to 9 o'clock.
at 8 o'clock. Chailes Ellis will
Capt. Arthur Reed has entered bring the message at the first serv
the Veterans Hospital at Togus for ice. This is to be an inspirational I
period. Following this will be a fel- 1
a surgical operation.
lowship period, followed by the c’.os- 1
The Rockland Society for the ing period which will end with a (
Hard of Hearing will meet Thurs candle light service in the main au
day at 2 30 o'clock in the Baptist ditorium
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“THIS THING
CALLED LOVE”
A special premiere holiday
showing—a great and highly en
tertaining new comedy from a
company famous for its long suc
cession of laugh hits including
"The Awful Truth," "Amazing
Mr. Williams," "Mr. Deeds Goes
To Town," “It Happened One
Night.”

NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
THORNDIKE HOTEL

Special Holiday Matinee
Wednesday, Jan. I, at 3 P. M.

Cocktail and Buffet Lunch

Begin the year 1941 with smiles
and laughter . . . We dedicate
this picture to your continued
happiness and yntir enjoyment of
the days to come—

May they be many—and bright.
May you always keep with you—
"THIS THING CALLED LOVE"

Dancing Until 2.00 A. M.

This handsome craft put in many years of faithful service crossing the
bay but at that here’s the guess that many readers will say “What boat Is
that; I don’t remember her.”

Steamboat service between Vinalhaven and “The
Main” will attain its 74th birthday next June and it
is the intention of “Steamboat Days” to present the
score or more boats whioh served during that pe
riod and as much of the color and rugged individual
ism as may be. Communications on the boats, the
men or the period will be welcome.

See the grand old steamers once again—
“Pioneer,” “Ulysses,” “Mayfield,” “Clara Clarita,”
"Amadis,” “Viking,” “Forest Queen,” “Hercules,”
“Sebascodegan,” “M. & M.”, “Pentagoet,” Etc.

TUESDAY, DEC. 31-9.00 P. M.

SERIES STARTS SATURDAY, JANUARY 4

Price $1.10
158-157

Paqe Four

WALDOBORO
a«
MRS. LOUISE MTULaa
Correspondent
ftftftft

“A SEAT ON THE CURB"

1 VINTAGE: THE GAY NINETIES

WARREN

Safety

Left to right:

William Crockett, James E. Rhodes 2d. Frank T. Pearsons,
Charles Case. From photo loaned by “T. R. P.”

NORTH WARREN

WASHINGTON

' An excellent Christmas party
The pupils of the village school ’with ubleaux and songs' W8S ",

Program

School Notes

Announcement is being made of
the marftage Christmas Eve of
Miss Elizabeth Oxton. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Oxton of
this town to Niilo Hill of North
Warren, son of Mrs. Jennie Hill.
The single ring service was per
formed by Rev. Charles A. Marstaller in Rockland, and their at
tendants were Mrs. Scott Melvin of
Rockland, sister of the bride and
Mrs. Marstaller. The bride wore
powder blue, with corsage of pink
roses tied with a silver ribbon.
A'ter a short motor trip they are
making their home at the Hill
Homestead. North Warren, for a
time.
These officers have been re-elec
ted this year in Crescent Temple, P.
S . most excellentchief.Mrs. Mildred
Oammon; excellent senior, Miss
Doris Bowley; excellent junior,
Mrs. Abbie Stickney; manager.
Mrs. Shirley Bowley; mistress of
recortjs an(j correspondence. Mrs.
, Mabel Mills; mistress of finance.

Pupils from the public schools
of this town presented a Safety presented an interesting program fentI' present’d at White Oak
Program Saturday over WRDO in Friday afternoon before a large ° range. the lecturer. Miss Moody
Augusta.
group of interested parents and i ')ein8 1° charge,
This program was given: State friends.
Mrs. Clara Grade is visiting her
Police Squad Song by chorus;
The program consisted of caroh daughter. Mrs. Allen Young in
hymn. “Precious Jewels." Freda reading of Christmas poems and East Union.
Munn; recitation, “Crossing tlie quotations by pupils; play, 'The ; Mrs. H. A. Hawes and family of
Street." H. Malcolm Sprague; Strike of the Christmas Tree union spent Christmas with Mr.
piano solo. Styrian Melody. Esper Candies" in charge of Barbara and Mrs. C. W. Mank
Mank; vocal duet. “Safety Song.- Grinnell in which these pupils took, Josephine CargU1 of Rockland
Virginia Tibbetts and Doris Win- part: Carlene Hanson. Robert Ames.
lhe holiday >ith her 81ster
chenbach.
Robert Har.son. Marietta Nash Ruth Lennox at the Libby home.
Trio, “Red Means Stop,” John ' Jean Conrad, Stevie Ludwig. BarDonald Kenniston and family
Marise and Elinor Boynton: har- bara Nash, Marjorie Ames. Bert
' have moved to Worcester. Mass,
monies solo. Pretty Red Wing. Farris, Herbert Hanson. Russell
where Mr. Kenniston has employRichard Roscoe; vocal solo, “Wood- Winchenbach, Gideon Winchenpecker Song." Ruth Burgess; vocal bach. Richard Nash. Eleanor Boyn- i ment.
Frederick Burgess. Willis Moody
selection with guitar accompani - I ton, Harold Hutchins. Milton Pea[
and
Wesley Tolman were home on
ment, Glenys Mank; vocal solo , bocy and Anita Ames
with guitar accompaniment, James ’ In another playlet In charge of ’ a holiday furlough.
Winchenbach; vocal solo with I Helen Skedgell these children took
Mrs. Annie Rcbbins of Thomasguitar accompaniment Mary Steele; part: Doris Ludwig. Ivy Ludwig, I ton spent the holiday with Mrs
chorus, “God Bless America"; ver- Milton Peabody, David Sidelinger, 1 Flora Robbins.
ses sung by Barbara Hilton and Eston Peabody, Joan Conrad. Joan
I Turner. Bennie Alhes. Floyd Han- '
Ruth Burgess.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Those participating In the pro- •son- Carlton Winchenbach, Phyllis
Miss Mary Sleeper of Bangor is
gram were Freda Munn, H. Mal Light. Marjorie Ames and Marion spending the holiday season at her
colm Sprague. Esper* Mank. Vir j Jones.
home here.
After the program presents were
ginia Tibbetts. Doris Winchen
Miss Elizabeth TiU of Boston
bach, Johnny. Elinor and Marise ! distributed from a well laden tree.
called on friends here during the
Boynton. Richard Rcscoe, Ruth and children and teachers were Christmas vacation. She was ac
Burgess. Barbara Hilton. Glenys well remembered.
companied by Clark Earl of North
The Winter term began Dec.
Mank. Lester Simmons. Ruth
Andover. Mass.
Waltz. Joan and Richard Vannah. 130 with the same teacher, Mrs.
Earl Hopkins of Quincy. Mass.,
Myrlc
Messer.
Keith Chase. Marion Standish and
spent Wednesday with his parents.
Edith Burgess served as accom
A program was given at Hodge Mr and Mrs Edward H°Pkins
panists.
'School* at Stickney Comer by:
M;ss Helen 61eeper of BridgeAudrey London. Shirley Creamer ' waUr' Ma« • ls home for
holiBernadine and Marion, popular
j days.
Marion
Christianson,
Lois
London.
entertainers, will be at the New
Agnes Mliicr. Evelyn Brann. Myrtle
1 J PutRam
underwent a
Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge
Orierson. Marlon Linscott David major operation at Knox Hospital
beginning New Year’s night, Jan.
has returned home, much improved
1. 1941. The lounge ls now under Barker, Donald Christianson, Mar in health.
tha
Wood,
Gordon
Grinnell.
Mar

new management.—adv.
156-157
Federal food will be given out
jorie Miller. Joan Christianson.
Earl Creamer, Dorothy Ripley, Tuesday from 1 until 4 o'clock
Topsy-Turvy Sale, Thursday. Fri
and 5 to 8.
day and Saturday. Jan. 2-3-4 Dorothea Orff.
A
large
number
of
parents
and
Crcckett's Baby Shop.—adv.
1 friends were present to enjoy the APPLETON
program and watch the presents
Red Cross membership in the
distributed from the well filled j
chapter is here listed:
IS WIDELY READ
Christmas tree. School re-opened ( Mrs. Evelyn Pitman. Miss FanDec 30 with Mrs. Helen Creamer nie Gushee, Miss Adner Pitman.
Every issue of The Courier- teacher.
Mrs. Ethel Moody. Mrs Julia Cur
Gazette finds its way into more
rier. Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert. Mrs.
than 5000 homes, and is estimat
All the dictatorships arose from Sheila Hart. Ellis Simpson. Mrs
ed to have more than 20.000
democracies that didn't have the Hattie Williams. Mrs. Gertrude
readers. Tlie results speak lor
guts to rule.—Max Lerner
Moodv. Joshua Wentworth. Mrs
themselves.
Julia Morse Mrs. Jer.nie McCorrison. Mrs Elizabeth bp,awl. Mrs
Read The Courier-Gazette
Grade Brown. Charles Solo. Mrs
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HORIZONTAL
1-Powdered earth
4-Land measure
8- Map
9- A rodent (pi.)

11- Knitting material
13- Destiny
14- To decline
16- A falsehood
17- Anger
18- Epoch
10- Surface
12- Hymn
(4-Hauled
15- Cures, as meat
87- Blnd
IS-Earth (Fr.)
89-Set of workers
81- Tiers

1

Ib3

HORIZONTAL (Cont)
51- Fatigue
52- Crude metal
53- Fellne
54- Dip in the middle
E5-Crimson
57- lmpaired by usage
58- Waiter
60- Hot vapor
61- Equalizes
62- Otherwise
63- Lyric poems

VERTICAL

1- Period of time
2- Mountains between
Europe and Asia
3- Denude
82- Kettle
5- Fascinate
83- lump
6- Grade
B5-Farm Implement
7Rather than
88- Narrate
8- Hooded serpent
42-Comfort
10-More certain
44-Deface
12- Bird home
46-Prepared
48- Rlse and fall of the 13- Grate
14- The Orient
sea
15- Girdlr
49- Happened

Mrs Mary Reynolds; protector,
Miss Cora Robinson; guard. Mrs.
Mildred Starrett. No plans have
as yet been made for installation.
The
supper conference
for
Church officers planned for tonight
has been postponed, and there will
be no watch night service this eve
ning.
The Men's Forum will meet
Thursday at the Montgomery
Rooms with supper at 6.15. The
picture. "Main Street," will be
shown by a beverage company.
Mrs Herbert DeVeber will give
a demonstration on bread making
Thursday at the meeting . f the
Happy-Oo-Luckies 4-H Club to be
held at the home of Mrs. Beulah
Lord, the local chib leader. Mrs.
Edna Jones has been appointed as
sistant leader.

Gossards
Miss Simplicity!
Foundations, Front Lace Corsets
and Girdles

Your Choice

$3.98

Regular price $5.00

No Layaways In This Offer
* * * *

Doesn't leave enough "margin" for safety.

NORTH APPLETON

Standard Weights

Needlepoint
Tapestries

Mr. and Mrs. George Butler and
Standard weight per bushel as pro
grandson spent Chistmas Day
vided by Section 39 of the Revised
with their daughter Mrs. Judson
Statutes as amenaed by Public Laws
We've a grand selection just received from abroad
Sweetland in Searsmont.
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
HoUday weeked guests at Or- I
It out and keep for references.
mond Keene's were Mrs Shirley
All Sizes... Chairs and Benches
1 Bushel—Lbs
Merceri. Miss Vivian Keene, R. N
----------44
of Palmer. Mass.. WiUiam Wood of Apples
25
Searsmont and WUliam Darroch. Apples, dried -----------Mr. and Mrs. Horace Ripley and Barley ______________________ 4b
sons of Searsmont were visitors geatLS
Christmas day at the home of Mr.
Beans. Lima.................................. 56
and Mrs Charles Perry' Mrs. Free
Beans, shell___________ -__ .....
man Carleton and children were
Beans. Soy--- ---------- --- -------guests Sunday.
Beans, scarlet or white, runner.
A Christmas tree and program
pole ______________________
were enjoyed by the pupils of
BLACK and white oil silk umbrella
Advvriuemenui id tnu eelumn no
Beans. string ............................ _
to exceed three llnee Inserted onoe foi lost Friday night ln local store or he
North Appleton school which
Beans. Windsor (broad) ............
15 cents, three times for SO cents. Ad tween Oak and Summer Sts. TEL
155-157
closed Friday for a two weeks va
flttonsl lines Ove cents each for ont 422-J. or leave at C -O office
Beets
............ ........... .................
time. 10 cents for three tlmee. Flv»
cation.
unall words to s line
Beets, mangel-wurzel------------Benjamin Cullinan who is a pa
Beets, sugar ....... .............. ..........
tient at Knox Hospital, is improv- .
K
K
i Beets, turnip___
HEATED apartment to let. modem
,
,,
Greens .........
Mr and Mrs. Silas A Watts en- ‘ Philip
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
Keene spent the past
..
rooms
bath and kitchenette
Applv
.
,
„
_
S
„
,
..
Blackberries
.......
WOMAN wanted for general house
tertained Wednesday at a family week ln Boston and Palmer. Mass
.
work Must be good plain cook Ref it 130 Union St. or TEL 158 157-tf
. „
, Blueberries .._.....
dinner party Mr. and Mrs Willis
erences required. $5 per week
MRS
SEVERAL desirable tenements to
A familv dinner party and I _
. __
IRA O REED. Odlln Rd . Bangor. Me . let
.
Bran and Shorts
Inquire L A THURSTON Tel
Vinal and son Josef Vinal and Jo
Tel 7821
157 2
Christmas tree were enjoyed at Buckwheat .........
______________________________ 157-2
seph Vinal.
the Meservey home.
SMALL furnished apartment or
DOWNSTAIRS
apartment.
partly
Carrots . ..............
room with house-keeping privileges furnished orunfumtshed to let MARMiss Beatrice Haskell, violinist,
wanted at once ----TEL ------375-5
157*2 I THA BURKETT 75 Broad St
157 2
Com.
cracked
....
will play solos Thursday at the mother at the age of 15 years. Mr.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for country
HOUSE to let 5 rooms, bath. ltghtT
Com.
Indian
.....
meeting of the Woman's Club, her
home ROGER NORWOOD RF D 3. C rner South Main and Laurel Sts
Union. Box 31
1S7*2 Write 249 School St Waltham. Mass
accompanist to be Mrs. Herbert A. Schools, after which he worked on Cranberries .......
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted.
kindly, __________________________________ 157*2
Emmons. This will be the first a farm in Union. Following that!
older
woman;
fine
home
famllv
two.
TWO-room apt to let. nicely fur.............................. „
light work MRS HAWLEY. 780 High nlshed. hot and cold water on bath
time in more than a year that Miss he was employed in the Rockland j
St
.
Bath
Tel.
7
25
_____________
157*lt
room
floor: reasonable. 18 Leland 8t .
50
Haskell has been heard here, and quarries, and later at a leather p.Juuee<j
CAN
place
a
mature
man.
ready
to TEL 114-W______________________ 156-1
56 go to work at once In a steady posi
SEVEN-room tenement on 24 Cres
members are looking forward to it. findings shop in Auburn; then in I
There Is opportunity for ad cent St to let: newly papered and
11 tion
Another part of the program. shoe shops of Brockton and
vancement
Personal Interview only whitened, flush, lights and water. »12.
12 Must have car
Write P O BOX 146 TEI. 785 R
___
156*1
which will be of Interest is the Quincy. Mass., and at the Bath Kale .............. ..........................
157-2
70 Waterville. Me
TWO or 3 room furnished apt to
paper on "Resume of the Study j
Works Located eventually at j Lime _______ _ ____ -——
HAVE opening for two men over 26.
on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR50 seriously looking for good paying posi let
REN or 11 JAMES
151-tf
Group Programs" which will be East Warren he engaged In the Meal (except oatmeal).........
tion and willing to work hard lf he
50
HOUSE to rent at 17 8uflolk St •
gets It. car necessary
For appoint ro-ms
prepared and read by Mrs. Edna hulled corn business, and was well Meal, corn .. ..... —..............—
bath, garage, furnace; also
50 ment write P O. BOX 752. Lewiston, at Otisand
St. 6-room house with same
Overlock. This study unit was or known over the county as the Meal, rye..... »........................
Me
154-158 conveniences
Inquire at MRS MAR
35
Millet, Japanese ............. . .....
ganized slightly over a year ago. “hulled corn man."
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, GARET KNIGHT. 54 Pleasant St
called for and delivered T. J FLEM
32
jOats
______
__
....................
150-tf
with Miss Prances Spear as chair
He leaves a daughter Miss Eva
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W. 137*148-tf
TWO furnished apartments with
5
i
Onions
_
.........................
.......
man. and has had many instruc Dunn af Bath, and a son.
bath to let »3 50 and »6 per week In
O8 I
quire at FOSS HOUSE or 263 Main St.
I Parsley ....................................
tive discussions on timely national
Tel. —
j;« or 1154
154-tr
and international problems. Mrs.
Bernadine and Marion, popular i Parsnips ... ............... —..........
UNFURNISHED apartment to let 4
rooms, »un porch, toilet and heater.
Beulah Lord will be the chairman entertainers, will be at the New ; Peaches, dried .......................
BABY chicks and hatching eggs Inquire 12 Knox St., TEL 156-W
of the program, and hostesses will | Hotei Rockland Cocktail Lounge Peanuts, green .............. _.....
from Christie strain of New Hamp- ________________________ 148-tf
shlres First hatch Jan 15th. Write
heated room and bath to
be. Mrs. Helen Maxey. Mrs Jessie beginning New Year's night. Jan. Peanuts, roasted...................
for prices C. W MESERVEY. War let,LARGE
44 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
ren
157*2 St______________________________ 146-tf
Walker, Mrs. E. Belle Walker, and 1, 1941. The lounge is now under Pears . .................. -.......-.... —
Peas, smooth .........................
R I Red chicks for sale, hatched 1
Mrs. Carrie Smith.
to let at 9 Limerock
new management—adv.
156-157
from 2-year-old hens; also dav old St.APARTMENT
Inquire at PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY
Peas, wrinkled ....................
roosters
2c each
W H TOLMAN
Officers will be elected Friday at
144 tf
Waldoboro. Tel. 153
156-tf
Peas, unshelled. green ..........
Leave it. to Lavender,
!the s,ated meeting of Ivy ChaPter’
SCR.I.
Red
Chicks
for
sale
U
S
Potatoes .............. . ........... —...
Pullorum clean Write or phone M M
He will insure
016 meeting to * fo1KINNEY. Thomaston. St Oeorge Rd .
Potatoes, sweet.....................
Box 49 Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14
Life,
health
and
auto
iIwd by a 8(01011 auction' Re’
Quinces .........
—
157*2
! freshl“
»* served with
And furniture.
THREE cows for sale, horse and 12
Raspberries .... ............ . ...... .
tons hay JOSEPH INGRAHAM West
4 Elliot St.. Thomaston. Tel. 225.
1 thls committee' Mrs
starMeadow Rd R F D Box 54. City 157-2
Rice, rough..............
_......
rett. Mrs. Laura Seavey. Mrs. Alice
TWO thousand R I Reds Cockerels,
Edith Gurney. Karl Johnson, Mrs.
Rye ____________ ___ ____
3 cents Ready Thursday. H W LIT
Mathews. Mrs Evelyn Robinson.
Topsy-Turvy Sale, Thursday. Fri
Roland Gushee, Mrs. Adelia Gushee.
Salt, coarse .......................
TLE
Broadway
156-1
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Mrs Grace Wyllie. Miss Prances day and Saturday. Jan. 2-3-4.
Samples and knitting directions free
Mrs. Carrie Sherman. Mrs. Wil
SMELT house and fixings lor sale
j Salt. Turk's Island ..............
H A BARTLETT. Harmony. Me 156-10 cheap 216 MAIN ST. City.
Spear, Mrs. Sadie Barrows, and ’ Crockett’s Baby Shop.—adv.
156 1
liam Arrington. Mrs. Amy Esancy.
Salt, fine................. .. ...........
I will not be responsible for any
USED pipe furnace for saic. in good
Mrs. Inez Mathews.
bills
on
and
after
this
date
other
Mrs. Susan Miller. Mrs. Alice Hall. |
condition.- Includes registers and
j Salt, Liverpool .....................
than contracted by myself.
JOHN pipes. Reasonable price TEL 1090-W
Mrs. Ella Caler. who has been
Joseph Gushee. Mrs. Helen Paul.
Seed, alfalfa................—.......
60 I MALCOLM JEFFORDS
156*1 __________________________________ 156*1
I
Mrs. Esther Demuth, Mrs. Ruth 111. was well remembered with
BUTCHERING hogs. beef. veal, also
Seed, clover ................. ... .....
WHITE figure skates for sale Size
cutting, holder of
district meat 9 practically new Call mornings TEI,
Esancy. Mrs. Alice Robbins. Mrs. cards and gifts at Christmas time.
8eed. hemp................. . ........
stamp or shipping veal
First class 152-W.
._______________________ 156*1
work guaranteed
WTLLIAM J AN
Daisy Clark. Mrs. Laura Grant. Mrs. Alice Moody of Union is her
Seed, herdsgrass ..................
HUB No. 317 parlor heater (circulat
DERSON,
Cushing,
Tel.
Thomaston
companion.
H. C. Edgecomb.
165-13
156 1 ing type) used about 3 months can
Seed, Hungarian grass........
be bought at a bargain; Florence range
A large congregation viewed the
oil burner: 1 storage battery; 5-6.50X19
Seed, Timothy ........ -......... automobile tires at a bargain
Call
presentation Sunday of the Christ
Seed, millet .....................
50 Seed, redtop....... . ........................ 14 at K. of P hall anytime
155*157
CLARK ISLAND
mas pageant, "The Other Wise
ONE modem white enamel gas stove
Seed, orchard grass..................... 14 Seed, Sea Island cotton.............. 44
William Pierson
for sale, good as new also dinette set
Man" at the Baptist Church.
Seed,
sorghum
..............................
50
Bargain
for quick sale 48 Talbot Ave .
William Pierson. 81. a life-long
143-tf
Many from out ol town were
Seed, upland cotton .................... 30 TEL 781-3_________________
resident of this place died at his
Hard wooa per loot, fltted, 4150;
present.
Spinach
.........................................
12
Sowed 41 40; long. 41 30 M B. A C O.
home Dec. 21 after a long Illness.
Dancing at the New Year's Ball
Strawberries . ............................... 40 PERRY, Tel 487________________ 145-tf
He had been in failing health for
Valley stove and nut coal
tonight will begin at 9 o'clock.
Tomatoes ...................................... 56 forLEHIGH
aale, 414.50; Pocahontas lumpy
some time but had been confined
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner,
soft
49
fltted
dry hard wood. 41.50 ft
50
Turnips, English ...................
to his bed only two weeks.
J. B PAULSEN, Tel. Thomaston 62.
Niven Crawford and Ralph Spear
60
Turnips,
rutabaga
................
145-tf
Mr. Pierson was married 47 years
were dinner guests Christmas Day
Wheat ............................................ 60
D at H hara coal, egg, stove, nut
ago to Julia Tucker of New Haven
414
50
per
ton,
del.
Household
soft
coal
of Misses Lizzie Winslow and Win
The standard weight of a
48 per ton. del Nut size New River soft
who survives him. They had no
nie Winslow. Mr. and Mrs. Al
barrel of Flour is .............. 196 lbs. not screened 49 ton del : screened. »m
children.
ton del. M B * C. O. PERRY, 519
bert Shuman, son Richard, Mrs.
The standard weight of a
Main St., Tel 487
145-tf
Funeral services were held from
Jennie Heyer, Thurlow Heyer of
barrel of Potatoes is........ 165 lbs.
the Davis funeral parlors in Thom
North Waldoboro, and Caroline
Known as the “world's most
The standard weight of a
aston. An abundance of beautiful
Bowden were recent callers on the
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150 lbs. dangerous snakes,'' king cobras
flowers bore mute testimony of the
are among the easiest of all snakes
Misses Winslow.
affectionate regard in which he
Subscribe to The Oourler-Gazette to tame.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook
was held by family and friends.
entertained the following at a
Those from out of town who at
Christmas party, Mr. and Mrs.
tended the rites were Mrs. Della Kenneth Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mullen and Henry Tucker of New Rolland Thompson of Friendship,
Haven, brother andi sister of Mrs Mrs. P D Starrett and guests, Mrs.
Pierson. Mrs. Mullen is remaining Merton Thayer and daughter. Miss
with her sister for som .■ time.
Muriel Thayer of Brockton, Mass,
and Mrs. Viola Durgin. Light
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
lunch was served.
Mrs. Bertha M. McAllister of
jGOOD
(C O OLl
Worcester, Mass., is visiting her
IT E R RE
A Hi5il
P SI I 5J_
ir:EKKt.|JA
cousin, Mrs. Charles Dillaway a
ATflA L I N EflDEV
the Hillcrest Homestead.
Ml
Inii ter!
Ivii

Prices 79c to $5.98

TO LET

WANTED

« Eggs And Chicks

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

SELL witk
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30

29

52

ANNUAL JANUARY SPECIAL

Tel 40

Robert Mitchell has returned
from Camp Edwards where he has ,
been (mployed.
Miss Priscilla Ludwig of Liberty
is spending the week with Rev.
and Mrs. Haro’d Nutter.
Mrs. Arlene Hoffses has been
engaged to teach the 5th and 6th
grades at the brick school build
ing.
Mrs. Oeorge Brown and daugh
ter. Isobel were overnight guests
Saturday of Mrs. Brown's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Miss Ann Wood of Waterville ts
visiting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Cooney.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Buchan j
spent Christmas with relatives in
Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau
visited Mondaj’ in Rockland.
in

SENTERfCRANE'S

ALENA L. STARRJTrT
Correspondent

OW. 27

Schools

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 31,1940

VERTICAL (Cont.)
18- Makes a mistake
19- lmpressed with
reverential fear
21-Dined
23- Direct
24- Condensed moisturt
26-T a ste
28-Drunkard
30- Cut down
31- Decay
34- Combining form.
Eight
35- Suffix. Footed
36- The sheltered side
37- Distant
39- Allow
40- Animal den
41- Scrutinized
43- Employs
44- Companion
45- Recline
47-A garment
49- Cultivates
50- Ventured
53-A fuel
55-Donated
57-Very small
5°-Affirniativ?

ESCAPE

I L. E D

John

Dunn

Funeral services for John Dunn,
81, formerly of East Warren, who
died In Augusta, Dec. 19, were held
Dec. 22 at the Russell Funeral
Home in Rockland. Burial was in
Achorn Cemetery, Rockland.
Born in Glasgow. Scotland, he
came to this country with his

Are you letting business escape?

Why not do what other

alert Rockland merchants do—catch more of it with The
Courier-Gazette Want Ads!

It’s a simple way to get more

Customers at little cost.

You'll be more than satisfied

with the results you get.

Why not prove it for yourself!

Call 770.

Ask For An Ad-Taker!

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
ftftftft
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 31,1940
WiUiam Bruce, Wendel Coombs,
Harold Haskell, Alex Christie and
Maurice Teele.
School Notes

With Our Soldiers
How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO DRIVE
ON ICY WINTER HIGHWAYS?

Page Five

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Monday through Friday at 1.30 H. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
At the Granite Island school, Er
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ma Carlsen teacher, these pupils
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
w
Dr. and Mrs. F F. Brown and son ’ere pesent every day during the
Fort McKinley
Oardiner returned to Rockland, first term: Addison Ames, Ruth
Friday the 13th may have been
Michigan, the National Safety
New Year's this year promises spoons sugar, ’2 cup cold water, 2
on icy roads? On wet roads?
Can You Answer These
having been guests over the holiday j Walls, Raymond Walls, Carol Brown, an unlucky day for some people
Council and a group of co-oper
4.
How
do
highway
depart

to
be the warmest, friendliest holi- cups boiling water, 1 orange. 1 egg.
ating agencies conducted an ex
Quiz Questions?
Of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman A. Brown. and Kendell Young.
ments prevent sand or cinders,
but it proved to be a day of re
_ .
day
ever. Perhaps
not the gay- 1 Put contents of Oood Luck
tensive
investigation
of
the
used in skidproofing, from blow
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts I A program was given recently by: joicing to most of the members of
Lemon package into cookir.g vesproblems
involved
in
winter
1.
Does
it
help
to
reduce
air
ing off the road or being brushed
est for most people's thoughte will ’ j flddlng sugar stlr in slow;y
have returned from a visit with Ray Barton. Carolyn Brown, Ada Battery F as these promotions
driving. The correct answers to
pressure in tires when travelling
off
by
traffic?
be turned somewhat soberly to- the cold water and add the beaten
their son, Gerald Roberts, in South- ' Anthony, Doris Dyer. Patricia Bar- ! were announced: Sergeant Willard
the foregoing questions are
over icy surfaces?
5. Can a vehicle with tire
ton. John Bickford. Addison Ames, j
found among the interesting and
ward the future but it's certainlyj egg yolk. Add the boiling water
bridge, Mass.
2.
When
is
an
icy
pavement
F
Howard
to
Staff
Sergeant;
Cor

chains negotiate icy curves at
Ruth Walls, Kendell Young, Edith j
valuable data developed. Sub
most dangerous; when the air
going to be a time of gathering and stlr until thick. Cool. Place
higher speeds than a vehicle
porals Chester E. Delano, Harry
Ellwood Sails has returned to
stantial reductions in the heavy
An’hony, Garrison McLaughlin.
temperature
is
2
degrees
above
without
chains?
families and close friends around' two sections of orange in each
L. Smith, Merrill E. Morang, and
winter traffic toll can be made
Andover, Mass., where he teaches
freezing or when it is 2 degrees
Carol Erown. Jessie Barton, Edith
6. In what manner should
if every motorist who quizzes
the fire, listening for the bells to! Good Luck baked tart shell and
Charles A. Wadsworth to Sergeant;
at the Brooks School.
below freezing?
brakes be applied when stopping
himself on these questions will
MacDonald, Victor Swears. Clifford
ring out the old and ring In the‘cover wit,h lemon filling.
Tcp
on an icy surface?
Elmer Coombs has returned to White, Ray Barton. Richard Swears,1 Privates Paul H. Barton, Merrill
also read and remember the
3. Are tires with good treads
new
with
heartfelt
gratitude
for
j
W
jth
whipped
cream
put
through
a
B.
Clark,
John
J.
Crane,
Cecil
A.
answers given below.
Last winter on Lake Cadillac,
much better than smooth tires
Boston, having spent Christmas with and Raymond Walls.
what we have and prayers that we I pastry bag and tube to form a
Day, Stewart M Pollard, Donald
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emile
may be wise enough to keep our swiri on top.
The pageant was followed by a A. Rossnagel. Clifton F. Scott, Jr„
Coombs.
play entitled "The First Noel," with ! Henry C. Simmons, Jr., Glenn E,
blessings.
|
MENU
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Hopkins,
Our questions all deal with
Carolyn Brown. Wilda McLaughlin,' Smith, and1 Douglas A. Ward to
Breakfast
w’ho recently visited Mr and Mrs.
Erma Barton, Maurice Bickford, j Corporal. Graded as Privates First
planning simpler New Years Eve ye^>ey Concentrated Orange Juice
Robert Arey, have returned to
parties and there's nothing we like
Richard Bickford. Raymond Barton, Class were William W. Ames, Al
and Pineapple Juice
Camden.
better. A buffet supper, gay with
Clifford White, Carol Brown, Victor j ton N. Brown, Donald B. Cameron,
Maltex Cereal
Tyler M Coombs, who passed the
color, bountiful with good food of
Caramel French Toast
Fred E. Conway, Joseph E. Cross,
holiday with his daughter, Mrs. ! Swears, Edith Anthony.
the simpler sort, a punch bowl
Syrup
Songs by the school and the arriv William J. Daniello. Ray E. Daw
Sidney iL. Winslow, returned Thurs
filled with bright red holiday
Coffee
al
of
Santa
Claus
pleased
the
chil

son,
Roger
P.
Farris,
James
H.
day to Rockland.
punch or eggnog . , , none of it is
Goodwin, Gerald C. Hibbert.
Lunch
Henry Anderson has returned to dren most of all.
complicated to arrange.
George C. Huntley, Dawn J. King,
Toasted Shefford Cheese
Worcester, Mass.
C'alderwood-Maraini
For a centerpiece hew about a
Sandwiches
George E. Knipe, Jr., Rosswell B.
W. Y. Fossett visited Thursday in
News has been received of the
mirror bordered with ivy, inter
Knipe.
Luther
C.
Marr,
Roger
M.
Sweet Pickles
Rockland.
marriage of Neil M. Calderwood of
spersed with sliver bells and in the
•Golden Nugget Cream Tarts
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn Santa Rosa, Calif., to Katherine Miller, Marshall A. Nash, Albert C.
center a covered glass compote
Tetley Tea
have returned to Waterville, having Maraini of San Francisco. The mar Pease. Alfred B. Peters. Leland L.
filled with fruits or Christmas
passed the holiday with Mr. and riage took place Oct. 13 at Carson Proctor, Charles A. Simpson, Fran
Dinner
candles? A pair of matching hur
Mrs, Leon W. Sanborn.
Broiled Morrell Ham Slices
City. Nev., at the Baptist parsonage. cis W. Small. Timothy L. Smith.
ricane globes filled with fruits and
Oerald Lloyd has returned to , Rev. Mr Sloane the pastor officiated. Franklin W. Spinney. Reginald H.
Buttered Spinach
placed at either side of a low cen
Hartford. Conn. He visited hls, par •
Baked Sweet Potatoes
Mr. Calderwood ls a resident of Stahl. Frank S. Tarr, Wesley M.
terpiece
and
then
candelabra
at
Left: 3,000 individual tests were made during the investigation of winter driving
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Lloyd, this town and a graduate of the Tolman, Bernard L. Young, How
Fresh Fruit Salad
both ends cf tlie table make a
hazards, some of them being conducted at night. Right: Treated abrasives were spread
over the holiday.
ard
O.
Young,
and
William
A.
Crackers
on the frozen lake surface and demonstrations made of their effectiveness in skidproofing.
High School, class of '28. He gradu
lovely effect. Or make two big
Phot ot courtesy National Safety Council
Hiram Young has returned to ated in '32 from University of Maine Young
Shefford
Cheese
layer cakes, ice them and garnish
Portsmouth. N. H
Those who received Fourth Class
Coffee
where he majored in civil engineer
the
icing
with
the
numerals
1941
actually 37% less than at 34
beneficial in stopping or ac
Answers to Highway
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ross, James ing. He received a master degree Specialist's rating were: Roger P.
•Recipes given.
for table decoration.
degrees.
celerating on straight sections
Regs and daughter Elizabeth, left from University of Maine in 1935 Farris. Lee B. Oxton, and Charles
Safety Quiz
of icy highways, they do not
Snack trays or toothpick hors
3. On icy roads, condition of
Saturday for Texas.
provide control against rear-end
tires does not have much bear
1. The common practices of
Mr. Calderwood is employed wltn A. Simpson; Fifth Class Special
d’oeuvre stuck into bright red
skidding on curves. Chains
SWANS ISLAND
ing on skidding. In the case of
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow
ist’s ratings, Fred E. Conway, (Rich
lowering tire pressure and in
apples or grapefruit adorn the
the Pacific Coast Telephone Co.
should be regarded as providing
wet
roads,
however,
cars
with
Misses Margaret Kent and Max
have returned to Uxbridge, Mass.
creasing
the
load
over
rear
ard
L.
Kinney,
and
Marshall
A.
an extra margin of safety at
He has many friends here, where
table and belong with punch, and
good treads are definitely better.
ine Kent are home for the holidays.
wheels to increase traction on
Miss Beulah Gilchrist went Satur he was prominent in musical circles Nash; Sixth Class Specialist's rat
moderately
slow
speeds,
but
a
4. Practically all highway de margin that disappears if speeds don't forget that bowls of cheese Harry Smith is spending a few
slippery surfaces are not rec
day to Worcester, Mass., for a visit as a pianist of note. Best wishes ings, Joseph E. Cross, Oeorge Knipe
par .oents now treat skidproof
spreads with trays of toasted
ommended. The resulting in
are too fast.
days in Vinalhaven.
with relatives.
ing abrasives with calcium chlo
Jr., Albert C. Pease, Francis W.
crease in traction for stopping is
crackers set forth for everyone to
are extended.
Mrs. Tina Joyce is at the home
6.
In
stopping
on
slippery
ride.
This
material
forms
a
thin
Mrs. Alfred Creed was in Rock
slight, and this is more than off
Small, and Franklin W. Spinney.
make thelr own canapes are smart
roads, let the braking power of
Melin-Thomas
coating around the sand or cin
of her son, Charles, after being a
land Saturday on a visit.
set by reduction of safe speed
Christmas cards are still ccm
and so easy for the hostess.
, the engine in high gear slow the
der particles which causes them
on curves.
surgical patient at t'he Deaconess
Christmas night, the home ol ing onto McKinley by the tons.
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs returned
vehicle down to about 10-12
Scrambled eggs and sausage will
to melt into the ice and anchor
I Hospital in Boston
for several
2. Strange though it may seem,
miles
per
hour,
using
the
brakes
Saturday from Portland where she Capt and Mrs H Llewellyn Thomas But, due to improper address, many
securely. Since calcium chloride
never be outdone in popularity for
icy surfaces are more treacher
lightly, if necessary; then dis
weeks. She is greatly improved in
has been guest of her grandson for was the scene of a quiet but attrac of the cards go astray. A Warrant
is
an
anti-freeze,
it
also
prevents
New
Year's
Eve
fare;
Sea
Food
ous at 2 degrees above freezing
engage the clutch and apply
tive candlelight wedding, when thelr Officer is the only person in the
storage piles of abrasives from
two weeks.
than they are at 2 degrees below
brakes cautiously for the final
Newburg if you want to be more health.
freezing
and
makes
spreading
A concert and Christmas tree at
daughter
Dorothy
L.
was
united
in
Clinton Smith has returned to
freezing. As temperatures go
stop. “Pumping” the brakes
Army addressed as “Mister." Cor
elegant,
but serve it on crisp shoe
on icy roads easy even at sub
down, safety on icy surfaces
lightly off and on is much better
the Baptist Church were enjoyed
Bath, having spent the holiday with marriage to Sigvard Melin, son cf respondents are asked to put on
string potatoes instead of bother
zero temperatures.
goes up and the stopping dis
than locking the brakes for
to the full Sunday night. Santa
hls mother, Mrs. Florence Smith. Mrs. Salma Olsson of Sweden.
the correct title or rank. Every
ing with patty shells or toast. The
tance on ice at 15 degrees is
5. While the use of chains is
maintaining control of direction.
The ceremonV was performed by one on Fort McKinley is assigned
Michael Williams of New York
youngsters like toasted hamburgs was there in person, none other
city is passing the holidays with hls Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor of Union to a Battery or detachment. That
and broiled frankforts as well as than Howard Staples, the loyal
working in perfect co-ordination lessons' in the afternoon rather NORTH HAVEN
Church, in the presence of only
family.
ever for thelr parties, or roll part volunteer for many years.
is most important. Here is an ex
for a winning score of 38-36. The than at 4 o'clock in the morning.
Warren Sprague of Augusta ls
Mrs. Pearl Dyer visited Saturday members of the immediate family.
Milton
Beverage
and
Forest
ly cooked sausage in hot biscuit
ample of a correct addTess:
"Barney'' Brann. Charlie Simp
final score was made in the sec
The bride was attended by her
in Rockland.
j Beverage are at the home of their and bake on cookie sheets. Oyster spending the vacation with rela-Pvt. John M. Gregor
ond overtime period by the Cap son. and Paul Barton are going to
Among those who have returned sister-in-law, Mrs. Byron Thomas,
stew, piping hot and savory, bowls tives in Atlantic.
Battery E
tain of the Battery F team. Ches dis-favor us by singing '•Somebody parents Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Bev
as
matron
of
honor.
Byron
Thomas,
to Whitinsville. Mass., are: Wilfred
Mrs. Sadie Oross has closed her
of Onion Soup with toasted muf
240th Coast Artillery’ (H. D.)
erage.
ter E. Delano with a one-handed Stole Mv Gal. '
Lloyd, Douglas Gilchrist. Bernard brother of the bride, was best man.
fins of Cheese Melba Toast; Spag home and is with her daughter in
Fort McKinley, Maine
NATIONAL GUARD (1918)
shot from the comer.
Mr. and Mrs. Warner Buxton of hetti with Meat Sause; scallops Bluehill.
The bride wore a blup silk gown
Erickson. Walter Lyford. Fred Chil
Sgt. Richard Moore was Serknow much, but knew some
les, John Chilles, George Lawry, with corsage of red roses. The
Those playing for the F. Bat- Didn'tthing.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Morse en
Springfield
are spending a few and platters of cold ham and
geant-of-the-Ouard
the
other night j t«rv team were Ted Libbv. Cecil 1 Learned while the other men played;
u.
“‘v
William Olsen, Efelyn Roberts, matron of honor wore a light green
tertained
Wednesday at a Christ
days at their Summer home here. turkey, hot rolls, mince tarts and
and. Whatta Guard! Three Ser- I Hav "nucmcov Vnuna
Didn't» UvlB)
delay 1UI
for vUllUlllSnl'JIlo,
commissions.
__
...
U/.WI*
,
“Pnpt
iI Went while the other men stayed.
mas
party,
their guests being LuDay,
"Guernsey
Young.
Chet
hot
coffee
.
.
.
any
of
these
com

! geants acting as Corporals-of-the- ne'an-1 Ooorcp Hlintlev and Flank 1 Took n° degrees up at Plattsburg,
Charles Baird, Arthur Calder
ella
Savage.
Laura Stinson, Rus
ue.ano, oeorge nuntiey ana irana Neetied too soon tor the game;
wood. Hugh Parsons and Harold binations are typical New Year's
Guard and the first relief was
Williams. For Battery E were Ready at hand to be asked tor.
sell Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Myron
Eve
food
and
perennially
good.
Morrison were home from Fort
made up of seven corporals and
Orders said come, and they came.
How to cut the cost of \
Lieut. Freeman, "Whitey" Ames,
We liked tlie idea of a Brookline Sprague. Mr. and Mrs. Jud Smith.
Didn't get bars on thelr shoulders. Slocum. N. Y„ for a brief furlough
one lone private—Buddy Weaver.
Freddie LaCrosse, "Bull'' Chase Nor three months to see It they could; , ,
.,
friend
who prepared big platters Mr. and Mrs. James Sprague and
The "selectees" must be edging
Didn t get classed with the reglars. for the Christmas holiday. These
Heating Your Home
who are ln the Army train- of spaghetti with meat sauce, Mr. and Mrs Walter Stanley. Re
this way, because Leiut. Newbert and Archie Chase. That goes to And told that y,ey were eouaily good;
show you that lt isn't just in gun ^got ajobgot busy.,
,
plenty of toasted rolls arid relishes freshments were served by the
Awkward they were, but Intent;
has let loose hls whip-like tongue
Filing no claim for exemption.
practice that F excels.
and
then let her guests toast hostess.
on us lazy “slaves". If you could
Fall.
Orders said go—and they went.
Mrs. Nettie Tinker is at home,
frankfurts
and steaks in the liv
We should not be at all surprised , Dldn t get fgrewell receptlonB.
only take a gander at your boys—
O' AMHICA'S HOMI H1ATINO Mill
J Ezra Merrick
after several months' stay in
if
PF.C.
Ray
Dawson
was
to
make
Didn't
get
newspaper
praise;
ing
room
fireplace.
washing floors. Maytoe you'll re
.
.
.
„ _ .
' Dldnt escape the Injunction,
I Death has again entered this
Frozen Puddmg—One-half cup Rockland.
member that next year—"when a good COOk someday. He made a To mend, In extenso. thelr ways,
island community and removed one Sultana raisins, 'A cup drained
batch
of
doughnuts
the
other
Johnny comes marching home."
Odors In the House
of the older residents and respec crushed pineapple, ’i cup Maras- SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Com Paul Rartzm was ho have ' morning and the funny part about Orders said First Line of Trenches,
corp. Paul Barton aas to nave
’
*7
They're holding them, somewhere In
ted citizens—Ezra Merrick.
chino cherries and juice, 'A cup
6. A clean heating, plant: All
France.
COMPLAINT sometimes en
spent his Christmas leave on a j
ls t^lat thej were good.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Marino
—Author unknown
heating plants' should be
sugar,
(4 cup pineapple juice, have returned from a visit in Bos
countered during the heating
Mr.
Merrick
was
born
in
Vinal

hunting
trip,
but
from
what
I
I
More
wedding
bells!
Sgt.
Wilvacuum cleaned at least
I believe that these few lines of haven in 1858, son of Betsy (Cal- grated lemon juice. ’A teaspoon
season is the odor of fumes from
saw of ham he wasn't hunting I bert L. Harper was united in marton.
once a year. If this is not
the burning coal entering the
poetry
express the feelings of the ! derwood, and George Merrick and salt. 2 egg whites, 1 cup heavy
"deer ’.
I riagc to Miss Gwendolyn Eastman
done there may be a sizeable
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jellison have
basement or living quarters. All
majority of the boys In the 240th was one oj a famdy o( nine chil- cream
accumulation of fly ash in
fuels generate gas when they
‘•Where there is a will, there ls of Camden, in Thomaston. Christmoved to Fletchers Landing where
They re mine anyhow. (Just as in dren
about
years df
the flue that will obstruct
Cover raisins with cold water, the latter has employment.
are ignited. It is this gas that
Hitchhiking for soldiers mas Eve.
a way.
the draft passages. Not only
is generated in the furnace and
'18. That's us.)
S. M. Pollard
bring slowly to boiling point, sim
age
his
parents
moved
to
the
Mrs. Pansy Robbins of Boston
has been prohibited, but there is
will the fire burn sluggishly
Still more wedding belts! We
its failure to escape up the
Little Thoroughfare wheTe his early mer for five minutes and drain. passed the holiday with her family
but the gas being unable to
chimney that causes an odor
no law against walking on the understand that Allen, Nash. Cross,
Combine
with
pineapple,
sliced
pass through the chimney
boyhood was spent. He was edu
which can permeate the whole
here.
highway and many a person will and Day are also contemplating STONINGTON
will have a tendency to back
house. In the case of fumes in
Florence
Mixer
of
Auburn
is
cated
in the public schools of the cherries and cherry juice. Mix
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robbins
pick up a soldier if he looks back those two little words, "I do."
up into the basement.
the basement,. check up on the
sugar, pineapple juice, lemon rind
with that hopeful look ln his eye.
Thomaston residents were in spending a vacation with Edith town. Mr. Merrick followed the and juice, boil for 3 minutes to a came from Bath to spend Christ
following:
Robinson.
7. Operation of fire door: The (We hope.)
Ashing industry until he was 26.
mas With Mr and Mrs. Fred Rob
debted to several of the boys for
fire door should only be
1. Correct operation of dam
when he went to Massachusetts thick syrup. Beat salted egg whites bins.
Mr,
and
Mrs,
Marvin
Flynn
and
Tuesday
is
pay
day.
Then
it
their
vocal
assistance
in
singing
opened when it is necessary
pers: The turn damper
until stiff, add hot syrup gradu
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin ash are in where he was engaged in various
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Thurston,
to put on additional fuel. It
will be one down and eight to go. Christmas Carols.
should never be used for
ally;
combine meringue with fruit,
occupations.
should never be used as a
daily operation of the fur
Jr„ have moved to the house va
Mail which locks interesting is
Sergeants Hcward. Harper, and Baltimore for the holidays.
fold
in
whipped
cream.
Turn
Into
damper. Many times it is
nace. It is usually set in a
In 1884 he was married to Ma
Alvin Lord passed Christmas in
sometimes unofficially censored. Staples, and Privates Huntley and
left open to bank the fire.
refrigerator tray and freeze at cated by the Jettisons.
position so that sufficient
tilda Martin of Beverly, Mass..
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins re
My. my, the things you girls do Lucas were dinner guests at the Hermon.
There is a great possibility
heat is transferred upstairs.
coldest temperature, stirring after
that gases may seep into
ceived their usual card from Hcrwcll
write! Don Rossnagel. Paul Bar- i home of Mr. and Mrs. Irving Rich
Mr. and Mrs Edwood Sawyer Sr. and then aBa*n returned to Vinal- first half hour of freezing
After it is once set, it is
the basement through this
seldom necessary to change
haven and there learned the stone
ton, and I seem to have the most in Union, Monday night George are visiting in Baston.
Raisin Cider Sauce—one-fourth Cullinan, announcer on WEEI.
open fire door. With the cor
its position thru-out the
cutter's trade. He bought a house cup brown sugar, firmly packed, Christmas would net be complete
trouble
with
the
mail.
Huntley
favored
the
group
with
a
j
Cassie
Oross
has
employed
rect size check damper prop
burning season. The check
erly located, the firing door
PTC. Charles A. Simpson. few vocal selections.
in Gertrude's Gift Shoppe during there which was his residence un lti tablespoons cornstarch, ‘A tea without a greeting from "Cully", a
and draft dampers should
should never have to be used
til he came to this town in 1908 spoon salt, 1 cup fresh or bottled friend of long standing.
always be operated to
(known as ‘•Deacon"), has taken
“Papa" Hoyt Emery really “did lhe holidays.
for banking purposes.
gether. When sufficient heat
up song writing. "That Shell-hole i his stuff" for the Christmas din- ; Mrs. Virginia Tomasello is visit- where he was employed for a num cider, '4 cup raisins cut ln halves,
is obtained upstairs, the
The earwig is a harmless beetle
Rag" is his latest. It is sung to , ner. The menu consisted of roast • jng her parents Mr. and Mrs. Jason ber of years in J. O. Brown s boat 8 whole clove', 1 2-inch stick cin
8. Correct methods of firing:
check is opened and the
When the correct methods
shop, following this work as long namon, 1 tablespoon Land O Lakes like insect. At one time, it was
the tune of "Take me Heme in stuffed turkey and cranberry sauee, I Gross
draft damper is closed.
of firing are used there is
When heat is wanted, the
supposed lo creep into thc human
a taxi. Honey".
mashed potatoes, mashed squash, I Rev. Rodney Roundy preached as hls health permitted it.
butter.
never a possibility of coal
draft is opened and the
Sgt.
Moore
is
a
man
of
super

iced celery, hearts of lettuce, cole ‘Sunday morning at the CongregaA few years ago he bought the
Combine brown sugar, cornstarch ear. hence its name.
fumes backing into the base
check damper is closed.
ment. Carry the fire, more
speed. Five minutes from Mc slaw, fruit salad, cabbage salad, I tional Church.
Nathan Dyer house where he and and salt ln a saucepan, stirring in
or less, level with the bot Kinley to Thomaston. At least Parker House rolls, coffee, fruit
2. Correct location for check
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Cousins j his brother Isaac resided together remaining ingredients except but
tom of the firing door and
damper: The check damper
that is the way It must have sound punch, baked bread plum pudding spent Christmas with Mrs Ruth until the latter’s death nearly two ter. Cook and stir these ingredi
always leave a red spot of
should always be located in
ed to Capt. Hoffses when Dick Ice cream, cake, mixed nuts, cheese, Robbins at Sunshine.
years ago. Since that time he ents for 10 minutes then add the
coals exposed in front to act
the smoke pipe between the
as a pilot light and help
told him he left McKinley on eve popcorn, hard candy and cigars.
MLss Alice Lane has returned to had been tenderly cared for by butter and remove the spices.
fum damper and the chim
consume the gases.
ney. It is incorrect to locate
YOUR VACATION
Mrs. Fred C. Libby generously Plainville, Conn., after visiting her Mr. and Mrs. Burtis Brown.
ning boat and got to Thomaston
Serve the sauce very hot with hot
it between the heater and
baked and donated two cakes, one sister Mrs. Raymond Gross,
at 5.30 the same night.
or
cold
ham
or
ham
sandwiches.
|
Mr.
Merrick
is
survived
by
one
9.
Down
draft:
Sometimes
a
the turn damper, as fumes
down draft condition may
Filene's Sea Food Newburg—2
A few days ago Batteries E and vanilla and one chocolate. Mrs.
Capt, and Mrs. James Coombs of sigter, Ann Merrick of Watertown
can easily pass through and
exist where the draft ac
F had a battle royal basketball | Fred C. Libby and Mrs. Glenn E. Burlington, Vt., are visiting rela N. Y„ one niece, Mrs. Lena Dickey; llttleneck clams, '4 cup lobster
into the basement when this
Make your
tually blows downward
damper is opened.
tives here.
enjoyment
and three nephews: Burton Vinal meat, 14 cup crab flakes, '/« cup
through the chimney. This game. Battery F victorious over I Smith were Christmas guests.
complete, stop
We wish Buddy Weaver would
Schools opened Monday after two of Vinalhaven, Allen Sawyer of shrimp .paprika, 4 tablespoons
is sometimes due to incor Battery E. Without any of Bat
3. Turn damper closed too
ai El Comodoro
rect chimney design. The
Land
O
Lakes
Butter,
1
tablespoon
Centrally
located in
tery Es corrections, F had it's give Maurice Fossett his “flying weeks' vacation.
tightly: If the turn damper
Rockland and William Hunt of
advice and suggestions of
Miami
250 rooms
is closed too tightly a back
Mrs.
Susie
Hardy
is
visiting
her
1
sherry
wine,
1
cup
cream,
3
egg
"range
setters
’
’
and
“
gun
pointers''
New
York.
with combination tub
your fuel dealer will aid in
!
pressure will build up in
daughter
Mrs.
Robert
McGuire.
yolks,
slightly
beaten,
1
tablespoon
and
shower
bath Rales
eliminating this condition.
Funeral services were field Fri
the heater and cause the
from $2 50 single and
I
Capt.
Ed.
Billings
and
Melvin
lemon
juice,
salt
and
pepper.
gown
with
corsage
of
yellow
roses.
gases to seep into the base
$4 00 double Air-cool
Sometimes in the case of hot
day at the Baptist Church, con
Saute clams, lobster, crabflakes,
Shephard are on the yacht Adven
VINALHAVEN
ed collee shop oilers
ment. Do not have this dam
air furnace installations the
House decorations featured roses
ducted by Rev. Kenneth Cook of
excellent
per closed too tightly, but
odor of fumes may rise upward and poinsettias.
ture which is going South.
shrimp and paprika in 2 table
Refreshments
&
ROCKLAND
Vinalhaven. The bearers were
nave it placed in the posi
with the warm air stream being
spoons
butter
for
a
few
minutes.
Edith
Silver
and
Mary
Leith
are
were served following the ceremony.
tion to control the burning
STEAMBOAT CO.
fed through the warm air pipes
William Cooper, Merle Mills, Emery
Add sherry wine;, tess over fire
visiting George Silver.
The bride is a graduate of Vinal
speed of the coal.
ROCKLAND, ME,
directly into the rooms upstairs.
Wooster and Zcnas Burgess. Burial
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Samuel
Carter
have
few minutes more, then add 44
Generally this is caused by leaks haven High School, class of 1928, j Service to:
was in the Crabtree cemetery.
Tight fitting furnace doors:
around joints and cracks in the and of Farmington Normal School,
cup
cream, let lt come to a boll.
been
passing
a
week
with
their
son
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
Make sure that all doors on
fire pot. To locate this trouble
Add the remaining cream in which
Donald in Portsmouth.
ington,
Isle
au
Haut,
Swan
’
i
class
of
1930.
She
has
taught
in
the heater fit tightly. If they
check up on the joints where the
Island and Frenchboro
Galen Joyce has returned from Lane. Plainville, Conn.; Barbara the egg yolks have been slightly
do not there is a possibility
fire door is attached to the out the public schools of this town 11
of gas escaping when the
side casing of the furnace. Check years and is a past matron of Mar
a visit with his sister in Searsport. Tracy, Portland, Lois Stinson beaten. Keep stirring all the time
WINTER SERVICE
heater is put on bank.
on cracks in the door of the fur guerite Chapter, OE.S
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Simpson Brooklin, Paul Syster, Bangor until thick, remove from fire. Put
Subject to change without notice.
nace or in the sections in the
celebrated
their 55th wedding anni Theological Seminary; Capt. and in lemon Juice, salt pepper and
The
groom
has
been
a
resident
of
1. Condition of smoke pipe:
combustion chamber or where
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Mrs. James Coombs. Burlington, two tablespoons butter. Serve hot
versary Dec. 20.
Make sure the smoke pipe is
the sections join each other. this town for several years and is a
P. M.
in good condition. If it is
A. M.
Sometimes fumes are carried paving cutter by trade.
Among those home for the holi- Vt., Charlotte Greenlaw. Wellesley, on toast or ln chafing dish. Do
full of rust spots there is
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00 days are: Paul and Mary Billings, j Mass.
into living quarters through the
not allow to boil after adding .
The newlyweds left Saturday to 6.30 Lv. Stonington,
a possibility that it in turn
opening in the return duct in
Ar. 4.40 Thurlow Pitts, from U. of M.; 1 Jerome H Gross of Stonington
yolks.
Serves two.
may be full of minute pin
the basement when cellar air is begin housekeeping in their apart 7.30 Lv. Nortli llaven,
Ar. 3.30
Golden Nugget Cream Tarts—1
holes. This condition not
circulated. By all means if the ment in Sipringfield, Mass., where 8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45 Mary Coombs. Portland; Norma . and Lorraine Small of Sunset were
only will cause insufficient
trouble can not be located im Mr. Melin has employment. The 9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30 Tewksbury, Vernette Noyes. Wor- married Dec. 21 at the Cor.grega- package Good Luck Lemon Dessert,
and weak draft but may be
mediately get in touch with your
119-tf cester. Mass.; Orace Gross. Caatim: tional parsonage. Deer Isle by 1 package Good Luck Pie Crust. '■->
the reason for gas odors in
local fuel dealer and follow his large number of gifts testified to the
OPEN THE YEAR ROUND
Thomas McGuire, New York; Alice Frank E. Ratzell,
cup whipped cream, 2 or 3 tablepopularity
of
the
couple.
the basemant
recommendation#. _ _ _ 1121
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THOMASTON
A A A A

SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190

Announced At Tea
Miss Dorothy Starrett.
Thomaston News Writer.
To Wed Bangor Man

Mrs. Phoebe H. Starrett of
Thomaston, announces the engageMr. and Mrs. Forest Stone and meat of her daughter. Miss Doroson David returned home Satur
day after a week’s visit with her
parents. Supt. ar.d Mrs. Leon McKusick in Winsted. Conn.
The Contract Club will meet Fri
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Fred Campbell in Warren.
Mrs. Harold Vinal Is spending
the week with heT daughter Mrs.
Frederick Randlett in Milton. Mass.
A Christian Endeavor social will
be held Friday at 7.30 at the Bap
tist vestry, under the leadership
of the social committee. Miss
Esther Achorn. chairman.

ROCKPORT

Every-Othcr-Day
Strand Midnight Show, Tonight, at 11.30

At Rockport Baptist Church

“SECOND CHORUS"

A A A A
A A A A

LIDA O CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft

Tel. 2229

** -

'

**"*i !^* **i
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Fred Morse and daughters Rosa
lie and Claire of Woolwich. Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Kennedy of Bath.
Ralph Kingsbury and Marie San
ford of Brunswick have returned
home after being holiday guests of
Mi-, and Mrs. Frank Hawes. Rod
ney Morse, who also has been visi
ting at the Hawes home returns to
day to Ft. McKinley.
Mrs. Hazel Cain, teacher, enter
tained the Baptist Loyalty Sunday
School class Friday night at her
home at a Christmas party and
I
►
-■
business meeting. The dining room
where refreshments were served,
was attractively decorated in holi
Miss Mildred Coombs has re
day colors with a brilliantly lighted
Paulette Goddard and Fred Astaire, dancing stars of the new Para
turned to Gardiner after spend
tree frem which gifts were dis
mount swing comedy, “Second Chorus." Featured in the gay story of
ing several days, including Christ
tributed. Games were enjoyed At
melody and mirth are Artie Shaw and his band. Burgess Meredith and
mas, with her sister, Mrs. Leone
Charles Butterworth. Miss Goddard ma' es her first appearance as a
the business session these officers
I dancer.
Robinson.
were elected: President. Mary
Left to right: Kenneth Marston. Carroll Richards. Albert Rhodes, Wilma Rhodes, and Judith Rhodes.
Hawkins; vice president, Carolee
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Libby re
—Photo by Cullen.
Dorothy L. Starrett
Wilson; secretaiy. Helen Marston;
turned home Sunday after a week
-Jackson-White
Studio.
Portland
The
auditorium
of
the
Rockport
places
they
sang
together
In
proces

I
with
Mary,
the
mother. Charles
treasurer.
Norma
Hoyle;
sub
secre

end visit with Sgt. and Mrs. Fred
"LITTLE NELLIE KELLY”
tary. Althea Joyce: sub treasurer. Baptist Church was Ailed Sun sional. Then entered Miss Mildred Marston as Joseph. Gladys Quimby
Libby at Port McKinley.
Friendly Club meets at the home thy Leverne Starrett to Donal Nancy Ingraham. Miss Helen Hall day night when the pageant “At uraffam and Mrs. Evelyn Cunning and Helen Marston as angels.
the Manger.'* a beautiful White ham. who. as scribes, took their
The fifth episode showed the
of Mrs. H. F. Leach Wednesday Kingman Thompson, son of Mr. of Rcckvllle was special guest.
and Mrs W Irving Thompson, of
night at 7.30.
Mrs. Wesley Rider of Rockland, Christmas service, was presented by places at the pulpits and read pas shepherds on the hillside when the
The
Averyl Reed who has been at 186 Cedar street. Bangor.
who has been ill from an infected members of the Church School. sages of Scripture referring to the angels appeared to them.
Miss Starrett is a graduate of finger for the past few days at the Against a background of sparkling various scenes as they were enacted. shepherds were represented by Har
tending school in Providence, is
The drawing of the curtain re old Page. William Whitney and
visiting his mother, Mrs Lecna Thomaston High School and at home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs white and evergreens, and with
Reed for a few days. Mrs. Reed tended Farmington State Normal Charles L. Veazie. is showing sat beautiful and varying lighting ef vealed as the first episode Kublah Kenneth Marston, with Gladys
fects. each scene cf the pageant Khan, tlie King, who was repre Quimby as the messenger of good
has also had as guest her sister School. She is a member of Phi isfactory improvement.
was portrayed in an unusually ef sented by Capt. George Lane, and ! news, and finally came the adora
Mrs. Katherine Messenger who Nu Omega Sorority, the Thcmas
Ralph Marston, Battery F at Ft.
fective manner
liis attendants, Gerald Richards tion of the wise men, represented
ton
Baptist
Choral
Society,
and
returned Monday to Vinalhaven.
McKinley, is spending a fgw days
Written by Mrs. C. V Overman, and Earl Deane. The gift bearers by Frederick Ricliards. Frederick
the
Rubinstein
Club,
in
Rockland.
Leon Beattie of Fort Devens,
with his parents, Mr and Mrs
wife of the pastor of the Church, were Neil Brown. Alice Marston Quimby and Maynard Ingraluun.
Mass., was weekend guest of Mr She is employed as a correspon Charles Marston
the pageant consisted of six epi and Doris Quimby
Presentation of gifts to the Christ
dent
for
the
Portland
Press
Herald
and Mrs Robert Andrews.
Delmont Ballard of the Boston sodes. depicting the King's birth
The second scene showed a fam child was then made as the light
Mr Thompson Is a graduate ol
Mayflower Temple, P. S. will
University faculty, who has been day and showing the origin of the ily of the Old Testament times I of giving was brought before the
meet Friday with supper at 6 Bangor High School. Cobum visiting his mother. Mrs. Nellie R
White Christmas service, telling tlie reading from the Holy Scriptures manger scene by Mrs. Mabelle
o'clock under the direction of Classical Institute and the Uni Ballard for a few days, has returned
legend of the King of Cathay who the prophecy of the coming of the Crone, who bore the light.
versity
of
Maine.
His
fraternity
is
Mrs. Grace Andrews. Mrs. Blanche
to Arlington. Mass., with a stop received on his birthday beautiful Messiah
Albert Rhodes was
In charge of the decorations and
Pin
Kappa
Sigma
and
lie
is
a
Wilson and Mrs. Katherine Craw
over at Yarmouth where he was gifts of white significant of the shown as tlie father, Carroll Rich arrangements were Mrs. Hazel Cain
ford. followed by the business member cf Lygonia Lodge. F A M joined by his wife who had been love and devotion of his people.
ards the son, Mrs Ralph Nelson Mrs. Lina Joyce, Mrs. Mabelle
meeting and a New Year's party. of Ellsworth. He is employed as visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs • At the beginning of the service
the daughter, Mrs. Wilma Rhodes Crone. Arthur K Walker and Rev
Each member is requested to take a guard at the Maine State Prison. Maurice Leighton
Misses Beatrice Mprston, Norma the mother and Judith Rhodes the and Mrs. C. V. Overman, with Mr.
No
date
has
been
set
for
the
a joke gift or a noisemaker.
Mrs Beulah Richardson left Fri Hcyle. Mary Hawkins. Nancy In baby
Overman also handling the light
At St. John's Church Jan. 1, wedding.
day for a visit with Mr. and Mrs graham. Norma Spear and Joan
Next
came
the
enunciation
scene
ing effects, and to this committee
Mrs. Starrett made the an
Feast cf the Circumcision, At
Joseph Jordan (Nelly Coates) in Bartlett, dressed in white robes with Miss Vera Easton as Mary and all those who took part much
nouncement
at
a
tea
which
she
8 30 a. m.. Holy Eucharist in Rec
and bearing lighted candles, entered and Althea Joyce as the angel. This i credit is due for a beautiful presenBrooklyn, N Y
gave for her daughter, at their
tory Chapel.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Weymouth the church and as they took their was followed by the manger scene I tation of the Christmas story.
home on Gay street. Sunday alterJudy Garland and George Murphy return from their elopement to fare
and Fred Trask of Camden have
Bernadine and Marion, popular noon. These invited were Mr. been recent guests of Mr and Mrs
| Judy's irate father. Charles Winninger. The scene is from the lilmizatio'i
Allen.
Vt..
spent
Christmas
in
town.
Thompson's
mother,
his
aunt.
Mrs.
of George M. Cohan's famous musical drama "Little Nellie Kelly.'*
entertainers, will be at the New
Oeorge Crockett.
Fred Bartlett, who has been em
Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge Sumner Perry, also of Bangor, and
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
The story, based on Oeorge M. between love for her father and
ployed in Brown's Market, has
beginning New Year's night, dan. his sister. Mrs. John Wickwire. of meet Wednesday at the home of
zs /s z\
a
a a a
Cohan's famous play, deals with a for her grandfather. In the end the
Ellsworth.
Mrs.
Alexander
Puller.
employment
in
Florida.
1. 1941 The lounge is now under
young Irish girl who marries against two men are reconciled through her
Mrs Christie Whitney
NAOMA MAYHEW
Miss Winifred Burkett spent 'T'HERE is supposed to be some the wishes of her father, who vows efforts.
new management.—adv.
156-157 Mrs. R Bliss Fuller and Mrs. Ralph
Oliver and Gilbert Lane who visi
Correspondent
*
special
type
of
divine
protection
L. Williams of Union. Mrs. J. Wai
Monday in Augusta.
A A A A
ted at the home of their grandpar
Miss Garland portrays both roles
X's Z\ A
for drunkards and fools. Maybe that he will never, so long as he
The Congregational Ladies Circle
Topsy-Tui vy Sale, Thursday. Fri ter Strout. Mrs. C'.eo W Hopkins ents. Capt and Mrs. George Lane
lives, speak to her husband. He enacting first the young Irish
there
is,
but
there
is
also
another
Tel. 713
day and Saturday, Jan 2-3-4. and Mrs. Ruth B. Spear of Rock have returned to Lewiston.
will meet Wednesday afternoon to saying that “Heaven helps those keeps his word in spite of the fact mother, and later the thoroughly
land. Mrs. Percy E. Demmons.
Crockett's Baby Snop.—adv.
work for the Red Cross.
who help themselves." Perhaps in that he. along with the other two. Americanized daughter. The longs
Mis Veda Brown and son Neil
Stores will be closed tomorrow.
Mrs Albert P. Heald. Mrs. J. Mur
A Masonic assembly will be held the field of highway deaths due to comes to America to live. In America she sings include “It's a Great Day
are occupying the Cain apartment
ray Miller, Mrs. William T Flint,
New Year's Day.
WHAT HAVE WE?
Thursday in the form of a gala drinking drivers or pedestrians the daughter dies, leaving behind For the Irish," "Pretty Girl Milk
cn Main street for the Winter.
fFor The Courier-Gazette]
Mrs. Rodney E. Feyler. Mrs. Al
Mrs. Arlettie Good returned New Year's Party with hats, Heaven is waiting for people to help her an infant named Nellie. As
Mr
and
Mrs.
Carleton
G.
Cole,
ing Her Cow." and the more modern
themselves.
The world Is an ocean
fred M Strout. Mrs. Rxhard W.
Of qulverlnq tong
son Carleton, two daughters June Monday from Montclair. N. J. | baloons and favors, and Bill Dean’s
the child grows older she is torn "Singin* In the Rain.*'
Safety
experts
and
police
officers
Feyler. Mrs. Frederick C. Denni
Sometimes th mellow.
and Gene, and Richard Hardwick, where she spent Christmas with Band furnishing the music Those throughout the country are doir.g
Then again. It's all wrong.
son and her house guest. Miss
of Oakdale. Long Island. N. Y . Mr the Dr. Leland Giilchrlst family. in charge are Mr and Mrs. Elmer their best to cut the tolls by educa
A sharp note of thunder.
Marlee Yewcall. of Wellsville, New
A flat note of calm.
Mrs. Annie B. Young of Lime Joyce; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shaw’; tion and by statute, but they are
and Mrs. Richard Tonseth and
Next, beauty and melody
Yaik. Mrs. Forest W. Stone. Mrs.
All the day long
daughters Selma and Dorothy, of rock street, will be hostess Wed- I Mr. and Mrs. George Boynton and dealing with effects and not with
Elmer 6. Ingalls. Mrs. Ashley Hub
causes.
Our lives, like the ocean.
Reading. Mass., and Mr and Mrs. j nesday at 2 o clock to the Metho- Mr. and Mrs. John Felton.
Thirty-five states recognize that
bard. Miss Mildred L. Demmons
Restless and walry
Trygve Heistad and daughters 1 dist Ladies Aid.
Seeking the Inflnue
Mrs. Annie Hopkins
it's much simpler to stop the prs*
and Miss Jane R. Miller, of Thom
Where er we may tarry
Capt. William S Stanley, dairgh- i
Selma. Roberta and Anna-Marie
Mrs, Annie Blanche Hapkin= tice ot drinking drivers at the source
aston.
Pausing through years
of Augusta, have returned to their | ter. Frances and nephw. Gordon wife of George C. Hopkins, died so they have banned curb service of
Of Intelligent query
For hope's highest dream
respective homes after spending Stanley of Wellesley and Boston, at her home, 19 Knowlton street. all alcoholic liquors. Of the remain
In this w„rla that's war weary
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
the holiday week with Mr. and are spending a few days in town. Monuay at the age of 71. She was ing states only one. Missouri, has
K 6 F.
WORK WONDERS
no restrictions on curb service, fig
Rockland.
The Baptist Ladies Circle meets
Mrs H O Heistad.
born in this town, daughter of uratively handing the driver a shot I
Wednesday
afternoon at
the Israel Thorndike and Rebecca of alcohol and telling him to wheel
Bernadine and Marion, popular church parlors. The President will Spaulding, and was a member of out on the highway and do his berk
entertainers, will be at the New take charge of the meeting.
the Baptist Church.
She was Five allow beer and wine to be
At Community Hospital:
A greatly interested In church ac served to auto occupants while one
Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge
i beginning New Year's night, Jan. daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs tivities. especially the Sunday permits beer only.
Cancellation ot driver's licenses,
J 1, 1941, The leunge is now under Lloyd Pierson. Saturday night. Schools.
heavy sentences, and other stop
new management—adv.
156-157 Mrs. Edwin Mutch is a medical
The funeral will be Thursday at gaps are included in the police's
patient.
2 o'clock from the residence, with shocked efforts to reduce the high
The
Friends-In-Council
will Rev. W. F Brown officiating. way carnage. Practically no state
meet at the home of Mrs. Ann Burial will be in the family lot in has taken fundamental action how
ever to prevent any person who has
Comique Theatre Is presenting Proctor Jan. 7. at which time Mrs. Mountain cemetery.
had an alcoholic drink from get
j for the enjoyment of Its patrons Ora Brown will preside over the
There are no near relatives sur ting into the driver's seat of a car.
the laugh comedy of the year. For meeting, in Mrs Proctor's absence. i viving except three step-sons, Adul
As far as drunken pedestrians are
Miss Helen Stone is spending the of Camden, Carl of Montpelier, concerned, the police forces simply
Its Midnight show New Year's Eve
vacation with
her Vt.. and Raymond of Fredericks throw up their hands. As long as
comes "This Thing Called Love'* Christmas
liquor may be bought by the drir.k
starring Rosalind Russell and Mel- cousin. Miss Ruth Stone of Glen burg. Va.
or by the bottle inebriated walkers
vyn Douglas. This picture Is a Alden, Penn.
will stagger into the path of fast
Oeorge Jenkins is seriously ill
pre-release showing and will not
Topsy-Turvy Sale, Thursday. Fri moving automobiles.
oe presented nationally until Jan. at the home of Mrs. Ar.nie Col day and Saturday. Jan. 2-3-4.
There's no fooling about this busi
2. You will therefore be able to burn. 3 Pleasant street.
Crockett's Baby Shop—adv.
ness of drinking and driving. The
A. L. MacIntyre of Belfast has
Sensational Philco Jubilee
see this nicture before any one
National Safety Council has reduced
Bernadine and Marion, popular highway statistics to a routine re Special . . . biggest value
else in the country. After an in been a recent visitor In town.
ever offered at the price!
Miss Margaret York of South entertainers, wiil be at the New search affair and its bulletins ail
tensive investigation the follow
•
NEW OVERSEAS WAVE
say
that
alcohol
plus
gasoline
equals
ing has been found to be true of Lancaster, Mass is spending a few Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge
BAND. Gets Europe 5
death.
days
in
town.
beginning New Year’s night, Jan.
"This Thing Called Love." The
times easier, stronger
These figures make liquor direct
Lawrence Pitcher of Branch 1. 1941. The lounge is now under ly responsible for 8,150 fatal acci
and clearer.
fish fall for It . . . hook, line and
156-157 dents in 1939. The same percentage • BUtlT - IN
sinker! The birds sing its praises! street came from South Lancester, 1 new management —adv.
AND OVERSEAS
would make liquor responsible for
The bees hum its a honey! And Mass., for the Christmas holidays, i
AERIAL SYSTEM.
Clifton Richards of Fort Ethan j Read The Courier-Gazette
at least $373,997,800 of the $l,50C,Rosalind Russell and Meivyn Doug
Plug in any
000.000
economic
loss
attributed
to
las seem to be in complete agree
where and play!
traffic accidents in 1939 by the Coun
ment that “This Thing Called
cil.
• MORE TUBES FOR
Love'' is the funniest romance
Coma in—- Let Us
Summarizing the whole highwayTHE MONEY.
Rosalind Russell and Meivyn Douglas, comedy stars in the new Co since Adam and Eve started the
Make a Record
alcohol situation, the National W. C.
• S ELECTRIC PUSH
lumbia hit picture "This Thing Called Love,'* starts midnight with a spe whole darn thing. At last there
T. U. recently wondered:
of Your Voicel
BUTTONS.
cial New Year's Eve show at 11.3(1 p. ni. tonight and runs Jan. 1. !, 3, at
“Wouldn't it be much simpler to
is a story that proves a girl can
Surprise family or
•
HANDSOME
WAL

Waldo Theatre in Waldoboro. Please note a special matinee on New
attack these death totals at the
NUT CABINET.
Year's Day at 3 o'clock. In addition (o Meivyn Douglas and Rosalind !jf t0° careful and a man can t be
friends. Only 10c.
source? Why not 'turn off the fau
Russell, the picture features Binnic Barnes, Gloria Dickson and Allyn , too careless . . . "This Thing Called
cet' of the liquor supply?”

K-

>

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday

CAMDEN

New Year’s Eve At The Waldo Theatre

Comique Theatre

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

Joslyn; directed by one of Hollywood's foremost directors, Alexander Ilall. [ Love ' brings together ior the first
time the screen's most exciting
experts d'amour ... in the mer
riest marital uproar of the year.

When you pay 15c a bottle or 25c
a gal. lor bleach you are not
getting the genuine

COTE’S
Magic water
_

.

...

ASK FOR GOTES BY NAME
INSIST ON COTE’S MAGIC WATER
-

If you want to start the New
Year right you can't afford to miss
"This Thing Called Love" with
Rosalind Russell and Meivyn Doug
las at their best.
The Comique doors open at 11
ar.d the performance starts at 11.30
This picture is being held over for
Jan. 1-2 also.
Happy New Year!
Stretching from city to city and
town to town, 30,030 miles of long
distance cable serve the telephone
users cf America. In these cables
are 15.000,030 miles of wire.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette

OTHERS $9.95 AND UP

The grove cf 165 pine trees and
other evergreen landscaping on the
grounds of the Bell Telephone Ex
hibit at the New York World’s Fair
}>ave been accepted by New York
City for park use., This grove has
been one of the most popular pic
nic grounds at the Fair. The land
scaping includes 190 junipers and
cedars. 15 maplues and 250 ever
green shrubs.
“Soldiers should not make a fuss !
about trlvilaities. my man." he said.
“If Napoleon had had that bread
when he was crossing the Alps, he'd
have eaten it with delight.”
"Yes, sir,” said the lance-corporal,
And what’s this? Guinn Williams, Alan Hale and Frank McHugh "but it was fresh then.
meet up with a Navajo Indian glamor girl—and are they surprised? Scene
is from "Virginia City" at the Strand.
Read The Courler-Oajiettt

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
315-323 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

MONEY
IN YOUR POCKET
Just telephone 770, ask for the
Classified Ad Department and we

will Sell that Car, Rent that
House, or Find Your Lost Dog.
TEL 77t

Every-Qher-DaV
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®SOC’ ETY.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rackliffe
have retupt-d
from Portland,
where they were holiday guests of
Mr. and MS Edward Elwell. Mrs.
Elwell retuned with them for a
short visit.

Mrs. Donald Karl, Mrs. Harold
Karl, Mrs. Walter Ladd, Mrs. Fred |
Veazie, Miss Nettie Jordan, Mrs.
Fred Colson and Mrs. Carl Dyer
were entertained at a dinner party
Friday at the home cf Mrs. John
C.aytor in Camden, it being a ret 1;.. cf a former high school club.
Mrs. Doothy B. Lav.anc;
Aurora, N Y., is the guist ..." 1. r & . Lu: ey D. Oliver was unable
mother, Mis. Herbert G. B'.C’.l.rtl, to attend,
Holmes stnet.
Mrs. Bertha Amsden and daugh
Boston lerald: The holiday 3 ters Eleanor and Wilma of Brooks
mean man' parties for the debu were weekend guests of Mr. ar.d
tantes . Mss Margaret Gardiner, Mrs. Robert Seliger. Sunday guests
daughter d Mr. and Mrs. William at the Seliger home were Postmas
Tudor Gardner of Beacon street, ter and Mrs Fred Littlefield, also
wore a go’n of white taffeta em of Brooks
broidered vlth silver leaves when
Mrs. Laura Tolman of Winchester
she was preented to society recently
at a ball gien by her parents in the Mass., returned yesterday after
Louis XIV ballroom at the Hotel spending several days with Mrs.
Fred Collamore, Camden street.
Somerset.

William Lover returned Sunday
to Quincy, Mass., where he Is em
ployed in the Pore River Ship
building yird, after visiting his
parents, Kt and Mrs. William A.
Glover. Be was accompanied by
his brothel Sam, who was return
ing to Penacola.

Mrs. Raymond Cross entertained
Tuesday Night Club Friday night,
at a Christmas luncheon and
bridge, and gifts were exchanged
among the members. The beauti
ful decorations were in keeping
with the season. Prizes in bridge
were awarded to Mrs. Ronald Mes
ser and Mrs. Clifton Cross.

Mrs. Mila Packard won high
score whei Corner Club met Fri
Opportunity Class will meet
day at her home on Pleasant Thursday night with Mrs. Louise
street for ards and luncheon,
Ingraham, Lindsey street.
Russell Hewett of Fort McKin
ley and llwocd Hewe,, of Cape
Cottage wife weekend guests of
their grant parents,. Mr. and Mrs
Frank Hewitt, Camden street.

Browne Club will be entertained
Friday night, at the home of Mrs.
Knott Rankin, Cedar street. Mem
bers will take material for White
Cross work.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Copeland
In spite of disagreeable weather,
of Warren ,re occupying the Allen about 40 members of Mrs. E. F.
house on limerock street for the Glover's Sunday School class, with
Winter
their husbands, met Friday evening
in tire vestry of the Universalist
Miss Mafj' Richards has gone to Church for their annual "snack
Chicago, where she will visit Mr. supper" and Christmas tree. Those
and Mrs. Paul Kleenan.
who were unable to be there were
rememberd by Louis Walker in his
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. McLaugh
brief invocation before the meal
lin, 43 Sagamore street, announce
and a Christmas message, signed by
the engagement of their daughter.
all present, was sent to the pastor
Miss Alice McLaughlin, to Charles
and his wife. After supper, Santa
E Bicknell, son of Mrs. Robert C.
Claus, in the person of Almon
Bicknell of Rockland. Me. Miss
Cooper distributed gifts from the
McLaughlin is a graduate of Rye
gaily decorated tree, after which
and Portsmouth schools and com
there was a period of "swapping''
pleted her education at Manches
a la Yankee Magazine, where un
ter Central school. Mr. Bicknell is
wanted gifts were exchanged for
a graduate of Rockland High School
those more desirable. Mrs. Winola
and University of Maine. He is
Cooper then led in the singing of
employed by the DuPont Film Mfg
Christmas carols and the class
Company, sales promotion depart
.hewed that it had lost none of
ment. No date has been set for the
its ability to sing, although some
wedding. — Manchester (N. H >
of its best singers were absent. Mrs.
Leader.
Glover read Susan Glaspell s "Cher
ished and Shared Of Old," a charm
Bernadine and Marion, popular
ing Christmas story, suggestive
entertainers, will be at the New
of international peace, the reading
Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge
being interspersed with carol sing
beginning New Year’s night, Jan.
ing and at the close "God Bless
1. 1941. The lounge is now under
America" was sung with much fer
new management—adv.
156-157
vor, followed by the members sing
ing, with joined hands, "Blest Be
A special lot of Fall coats, both
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply the Tie Tliat Binds."
reduced prices have been received
Topsy-Turvy Sale, Thursday. Fri
at Lucien K. Green <fc Son and
Burdell's Dress Shop, Odd Fellows day and Saturday, Jan. 2-3-4.
Block, 16 School street, Rockland Crockett’s Baby Shop—adv.
—adv.
187-tf

Watch the Old Year Out
and the New Year In
At the Gala Midnight

Today and Wednesday

fl.C-

KP-

HUBS
gankB'w* ,

Show

Tonight at 11.30 P. M.
Presenting

“SECOND
CHORUS”

'fr* Sh."**0*0"1

with
FRED ASTAIRE
PAULETTE GODDARD
ARTIE SIIAW and his BAND

All Seats 40c, plus tax, 44c

Wednesday-Thursday
Judy sings her
way into your
heart again...in
her first big solo j
starring hit!

Thursday
»'l 0

I

Ridin'...’
Shoot m’..
Fijhtin'...
Lovin' Hit!

Virginia
City

YOUNG COUPLE ENGAGED

Page Seven

THEIR GOLDEN WEDDING

This And That

Family and Friends Make the Occasion a
Happy One For Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Harris
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- j Edith Maxwell. Malcolm Pierson,
liam Harris, in Martinsville, was Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawley. Mrs.
, the scene of a very happy gathering Sarah
chaPlfs- Miss Blanche
,
,
, .
i Chaples. Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hoopion-the evening cf Dec. 25 celebrat-I er Mrg Rcse R
Mrg
ling their 50th wedding anniverCogan
Cogan

sar5'

,

„

,

,,, ,

Mr. and Mrs. Harris are life long

M ss Lcuie Cogan. Norman Cogan.
Dow,

WaRer

Bartpr.

An Engagement Party
Louise Langer of Belfast
To Wed Edgar Ames
Of Thomaston

At a charming tea Sunday aft
ernoon at their home on Miller
street. Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
E. Langer announced the engage
ment of their daughter. Miss
By K. S. F.
Louise Fraces. to Edgar A. Ames
of Thomaston.
Science tried Its hand at under
Both are very prominent in East
mining the foundations of Biblical
ern
Star circles. Miss Langer beanthropocentrism, but the longer
the scientists delved for their fact-! tng the present worthy matron of
the more convinced they were tliat primrose Chapter, of Belfast, and
they were finding out the truth of jgr Ames having served two terms
the great Biblical facts.
, a# worthy patron of Orace Chap
ter in Thcmaston. He has been
Jack; "What would you think of a D.str.ct Deputy Orand Master of
man who would constantly deceive | his Masonic District for two years,
his wife on their money matters?" I and ls a member of Orient Lodge
Bill: "If any man was smart m Thomaston. He and Miss Langer
enough to do so I d call him a urst met in Star work In Belfast.
wonder."
He is the son of Mrs. Lilia E.
• • • •
Ames of 138 Main street, Thom
aston. and ls now employed In
Twinkle, twinkle, heavy rain.
Rockland, in which city it is prob
I was glad before you came
And made me don my old galoshes able that h« and his future bride
will live.
He graduated from
And my heavy mackintoshes,
Thomaston High school in the
I am sure I'll be insane
class of 1927. and later from Oray's
If you don't dry up again.
• • • •
Business College In Portland.
Miss Langer, who is exceedingly
And what next will women do to
charming
and popular young wo
make themselves, shall we say. ri
diculous? They have already done man. has lived in Belfast since
that with bathing cloths and hats. 1925. coming here with her par
Now for pink hair. It ls said the ents from their home In Wellesley.
pinky shade—note the charm of tlie Mars, fche was prominent in Olrl
word pinky—lends a new softness Scout work from the time she was
of tdhe tliat can be shaded to suit 10 years of age. and never missed
dark or fair complexions
Now a meeting in 11 years, finally atwomen can have wigs to match or talnlngthe rank of Oolden Eaglet,
blend with every tone of dress. IT.I onr of the first in this state. In
wager a man thought this style up Crosby High school of Belfast site
and now watch the women fall for It waa president of her class for the

residents cf this town. He followed
Robert
Hupper,
Miss
Edith
the sea for a number of years,
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
later buying the "Wawenock,''
Allen, Miss Barbara Allen. Mrs.
which the couple have operated
Frank Crockett. Miss Christina
for the convenience of Summer
Crockett, Mrs. Charles Morris.
guests 39 seasons.
Mrs. Wallace Watts. Miss Mar
The house was beautifully deco
guerite Watts. Mrs. Cecil Morris.
Sidney C. Harden
Shirley Stickney
rated with flowers sent by num
Mrs. Gardner Wall. Mrs. Mary H.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stickney of Rockland announce the engagement erous friends and tastefully ar Monahgan. Mrs Maurice Simmons.
of their daughter, Shirley Stickney, to Sidney C. Harden, son of Mr. and ranged by their daughter. Mrs.
Mrs. Fred E. Harden, Sr., of Rockland. Miss Stickney graduated from Simmons. The dining room table, Mrs. Harold Small, Mrs. John Mor
ris and Mrs. Charles Stone.
Rockland High Sehool in 1937 and is employed at the Bell Shops. Mr.
covered with a beautiful lace
Harden graduated from Rockland High in 1935 and Ls employed as a ma
A greeting and brief history of
cloth, was artistically decorated
chinist at the Bicknell Manufacturing Co.
anpiversary was read: "Friends
with a miniature Christmas tree
and neighbors gathered here to
Mrs. Fred C. Gatcombe has been
Mrs. Louis Ccok entertained trimmed with small golden balls, night. cn this special occasion, are
appointed the new president of the T.H.E. Club last night, at her home and two gilded tapers burning on happy to do honor, and share in
Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary', on Beech street. Prizes in bridge either side of the tree. The hos the pleasure of celebrating the
succeeding Mrs. Charles A. Emery, were awarded to Mrs. Albert Hav tess. gowned in black velvet and wedding anniversary of Mr. and
resigned. A tea will be held Jan. ener and MrS. Sherman Rokes, the looking very lovely, greeted each Mrs. William Harris; a golden
9, at the home cf Mrs. Isidore i travel prize going to Mrs. David guest in her usual kindly way.
wedding, as they were married, bj
The many beautiful gifts re
McCarty.
Gordon, Llmerock street.
Rev. J. H. Barrows. 50 years ago
ceived were eloquent expression of
today; Dec. 25. 1890 ’
Rcbert W. Brackett fittingly cele the esteem and aflectlcn in which
Monday Niters met last night
This ls the seccnd golden wed
they
are
both
held,
by
neighbors
at the home of Mrs. William brated his birthday anniversary
ding to be celebrated in this home
Hooper. Prizewinners were Mrs. Sunday by entertaining his fellow and friends far and r.ear.
stead and the third to be celebrated
The evening was made even
Clarence Knowlton. Mrs. Arthur Comrades of the Way, at the Con
In the family. Tlie first 50th wed
Bowley, Mrs. Fred Vinal and Mrs. gregational Church Refreshments more enjoyable by the music of ding anniversary was that of Mr
Charles Alien and his daughter
Forest Hatch, consolation going to were served.
and Mrs. Phineos Harris: in 1900.
Barbara, who played several de
Mrs. Cecil Murphy and travel
< parents of Mr Harris). The
Pvt. George Huntley returned lightful old selections, one favorite
prize to Mrs. Austin Huntley.
second occasion was the 50th wed
Friday to Fort McKinley after in particular: "Put on Your Old
ding anniversary of Mr and Mrs
A niarriagp of considerable local spending the holiday with his Grey Bennet" As this was the Melvin Harris, at their home in
interest occurred at 7 o’clock this parents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin third golden wedding to be cele 1928
• • • •
amt president ol
brated in the Harris family, a
morning when Ralph A Bangs of Huntley. Limerock street.
That Nazi ship that tried lo out- ! lhe H‘-Y ln
*nlor year fibe
The following pcem dedicated to
short history of this was read;
Phillips and Mis. Janet W. Tait of
Mr.
and
Mrs
William
Harris
*'•»
I
^nart
Braatl
by
sailing
without
per-1
»
art,ve
member
of the Bel
this city were united In wedlock j E- 'V. Farris of Charleston, who also a poem In honor of Mr and rpad*
. ... and
.. . .loaded,
' . j loo. __
a s___a.—, fakt
fast Plnv
Play RpAd<*r«w*
Readers’ Club,
Club, and
and Wfl
was
mission,
got
her
just
Harris.
by Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson at the ®P®nt the holiday with his daugh- Mrs.
D . .
au
-4 11
•
I
their golden wedding day
i
president
lor
two
years.
desserts
by
running
aground
in
the
]
1
Beades
the
deltcicus
wedding
I
In
e)(<ht
„.
n
hundred
mart
North Main street heme of Frank ‘er- Mrs. Frank Thompson. Masonic
ety;
For the pasl five years Miss
I harbor entrance. Germany needed
Just fl/iy years today.
A. Wheeler, brother of the bride street, became seriously ill at Knox cake, made by the hostess, re A man and maid stood side by side, i
n w nilu
Langer has been 6?ntal assistant
To
hear
the
parson
say
lnad
11
*
ould
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler, Miss Mil Hcspital Saturday, following an freshments of ice cream and sev The words: in hushed and solemn
in the cfllce of Dr. Thomas W.
|
• • • •
eral kinds of dainty cakes were
tones.
dred Dow and Miss Ruth Wheeler emergency operation.
He:
“
You
haven
’
t
said
a
word
for
Ixtthrop. Jr., in. this city No date
That
made
them
man
and
wife
served.
were the attendants, and following
Gave happiness that has endured
40 minutes ’
1 tl,s keen announced for the wedThrough
fifty
years
of
life.
Seven
of
the
guests
attending
the ceremony a wedding breakfast
Miss Barbara McBrine and sister
And vows they made, so long ago.
She: "Well. I didn't have anything i dln8
was in order. Mr. a.id Mrs Bants Mlss Nancy McBrine celebrated the golden wedding had also been
Are atlll as strong and true
l0 My ••
Thirty or more guests attended
guests
at
the
wedding
50
years
I
Though
fifty
yean
have
come
and
left cn the morning train <cr- a
birthday anniversaries at a
I
JX1P
He:
“
Don
’
t
you
ever
say
anything
‘
he
announcement tea. As they
Since each had aald: "I do."
brief wedding trip.
double party Saturday afternoon, at ago—M J. Harris, Mrs. Sadie B
when
you
have
nothing
to
say?"
entered
they were given little
_____
j the home of their parents, Mr. and Cogan. Mrs. Thankful Harris. Mrs. But years that pawed in sweet con
tent;
She: “No."
booklets by Mr. and Mrs. Langer
Miss Anne Thrasher of West'Mrs Edgar McBrine. Decorations Elmer Allen, Mrs. Saphrcnie Pease,
Seemed Juxt a little while.
He: "Well. then, will you be my on the cover of which were the
filled with tenderer* and love.
Hanover, Mass., was the weekend , and favors were in red' wlute and Miss Lena Harris and Miss Eliza Years
A winsome baby * »m lo.
wife?"
initials ol Miss Langer and Mr.
The
sound
ot
little
toddling
feet.
beth
Harris.
Beside
Mr.
and
Mrs
guest of Mr and Mrs P P Bick- : blue' and dalnty refreshments were
The clasp of tiny hand*
• • • •
Ames, with snapshots of both on
served to the little guests, who were i Harris’s daughter and family; Mr Made tie* that held the parent hearts
neii, Beech street.
Among the delightful Chrktmas !he Inside and the date of the
A* strong a* golden band*.
I George and Betty Hyland, Cynthia and Mrs W. A. Simmons and son
And now
within that f mily group cards that were so graciously sent announcement.
A fair haired little txviMiss Evelyn Clark celebrated her ! Arbour, Dale Hughes. Christine Emery, the other guests attending
Miss Langer wore an afternoon
A rrandson. gives In later year*
to the W O Fullers was one made
12th birthday anniversary Satur-iBcberlSt -^rtnard Bray. Christine the wedding anniversary were: Mr
An added love and Joy
gown of grape colored crepe, with
by
that
gifted
Rock'.and
artist.
day by entertaining a group of ^ardc- Betty Fowlie. Carolyn Har- and Mrs. B W Tracy; of New And thus for fifty years thevve walked
Mrs. Flora Merchant, for the E K embroidered gold' leaves, and the
Life'* pith way hand ln hand.
friends. at the home of her parents, j r‘nlan’ Jacqueline and Carolyn Britain. Conn . Mr. and Mrs. R. A Sharing
Joy* and sorrows;
Leighton's; an etched drawing of rooms were decorated with cut
With the will to understand
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph U. Clark.! Snow' Eouise and Billy Ulmer' E:len Simmor.s, Mr and Mrs. O. N
Today the door ha* opened wide
one of their beautiful fireplaces flowers, the gifts of friends.
Once more to memory lane
Breadway. Guests were Lois Rol Pinar, Lee Oliver. Diane McAuliffe, Bachelder. Mr. and Mrs. c M
Pouring at the tea were Mrs.
For here within the dear old home A charming bit of artistic workTeddy
Strong,
Joan
Philbrook.
Mar

Hunnewell.
Mr.
and
Mrs. George
lins. Elaine Christoffersen, Kath
Are bride and groom again.
Archie
W Nickerson, the former
manship
that
melted
into
the
happy memories all return.
erine Stevens. Virginia Barnard. garet Oliver, Mary Cates, Marie F. Nichols. Mr. and Mrs H. H A*That
once were laid away
heart and gave desire to sit and Ruth Follett, who was the first
Halstead
and
Edgar
and
Helen
Mc

Hupper. Mr. and Mrs. F H. Pier On thia December twenty-fifth.
Lorraine Curry, and Mary Sawyer.
chat before that friendly grate Belfas’ girl to join the troop of
Their golden wedding d y
Unable to attend were son, Miss Alvalene Pierson, Mrs.
A birthday luncheon was served, Brine.
R B H
Olrl Scouts which was organized
with the delightful family.
Nancy
Hughes.
Sonny
Escorsio,
and many gifts were received by
• • • •
here by Miss 1-anger and her
Richard
'McClellan
and
Sonny
Rob

the hostess.
ANDREW MEEHAN
| WILLIAM E. BROWN
The schoolmaster was trying to mother ln May. 1926. and Miss
inson. Prizes were awarded to Car
Andrew Meehan, president of the i In the death cf William E Brown explain the word "widower" to a Orace D Brown, a neighbor and
Mrs. Lucy Ristaino of 226 Main olyn Snow and Miss Pinar. Mrs.
John
Meehan & Son contracting which took place at his heme. Dec young cis
and said to them Intimate friend of the bride-to-be.
McBrine
was
assisted
by
Mrs.
Har
street left Thursday for Springfield.
—Belfast correspondence in the
Mass., where she was matron, of land Rawley. Miss Catherine Lunt, firm since the death of his brother. 15, a true friend and associate has "Now what would you call a man
v
*.
v
...
.
i
l)een
,Ci
‘
Possessed
of
a
kind
disBangor
Daily News
Miss
Pauline
Lunt
and
Miss
Muriel
who
had
just
lost
hls
wife?"
honor at the wedding of her sister
John J. Meehan more than two i__ ...
,
position, and ever reaay to lend a
"Careless. I d say." piped up the
Mafalda Ferrero, Saturday. Dec. 28 Oliver.
years ago, died at his home ln Phil- Helping hand, he will be greatly
The hocf and mouth di-ease In
j Mrs. Ristaino was accompanied by
adelphia Dec. 7 from a heart at-1 mlssed by aU wlth whom hr came bright lad of the class.
Finland which infected nearly 530
The Shakespeare Society held tack. He had been under a phy
her brother. Mario Ferrero, Mrs.
If Rockland was ever more love- i cattle during the war with Russ a,
] Mario Ferrero, and Mrs. Patsy Fer open meeting last night in Uni- sician's care for the past few years, in contact.
Although he had undergone a ly ln Christmas decorations than has been wiped out.
rero who also attended the wedding verealist vestry, when members, but had showed a marked Improve
surgical operation ln early Summer, this tear, "This and That' was |-------- -------- ------------------------------and reception. The party spent alumr.ae and guests listened to the ment of late. The night of his de
and had suffered ill-turns over a
dramatic
reading
of
a
modern
three days in Springfield, returning
mise he was awakened from hl* period of seven months, his passmg r.ot here to see it. Main street
Sunday night.
play by Aliston Smith of the High I fleep by a ccmmotion 0-jtside cf his lcame as , shock to his !|unl,y an„ was worthy a city of much larger
School faculty Mr Smithi gave ,wme Po;ice ,ummonec, t0 arrest,frlends But hls undy|ng falth ln s^e and there were few streets
Lt. Col. and Mrs. George Blancy, an Intense Interpretation of the | a man causing the disturbance u,e Heavenly Father was a great without a real effort to express .
TUESDAY, DEC. 31
|
who recently returned from Hono play which held the absorbed in- | were
the Yule spirit in many very :
to Mr Meehan's home > ,
, ' , ,
,,
\
,
...
____ .
' were canea 10 «tr. .vtcenans nome he]p and ccmfort in those long
lulu to Lowell, Mass., arrive this aft terest of nearly 100 people. Tne A mcment jater hls sister, Mary. bcurs
artistic
designs
of
decoration
Elec

Cash
Night,
Come
Collect
$141)
mness
ernoon to be guests fcr a few days meeting was opened by the presi- j who lived with him, Uid them her I Williani toery Brown was
tricity adds its safety value to this
Encyclopedia Night
of Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane dent, Mrs. Alice Jameson, who ; brothcr had suffered a heart attack. at Thcmaston. Sept. 4. 1888, ton of JBeascn an’’ few there were who
Test Pilot* At Work
Lt. Col. Blaney will next be stationed welcomed the guests, and 'then 1 Be lived but a few minutes.
did not have at least a lew red
the late Charles W and Mclrena
with the 2d Coast Artillery, Fort turned the meeting over to the
“Men Against the Sky”
Mr. Meehan’s death leaves three 1 Butlen Brown. Ills early life was and other colors in bulbs or
Richard llix, Wendy Barrie
Monroe, Va.
candles ln their trees and on win
acting pregram chairman, Miss surviving partners of the firm,
spent in his heme town. When a dow ledges. It has been a great
Ellen Cochran, who introduced the which owns and operates the Clark
ycurg man he entered tlie employ
Misses Barbara Derry, Maizie
NI.W YEAR’S EAT MIDNIGHT
guest artists. At tlie end of the Isand granite quarries-Austm and of the R T and c stret., Kj,,\.av uplift ln hearts ro filled with war's
Joy, Betty MeAlary, Glenna Ran
SHOW
rumors
ar.d
dastardly
Oe.man
first act. folk music was played by Janies of Philadelphia and Joseph
motorraan on the trolley cars At
kin, Elizabeth Snow, Laura Pom
All Seals 40c
Mrs. Faith Berry, and between the of New York, Austin Meehan Ls tbe termination of the trolley line, (rightfulness.
• • • •
eroy, Barbara Orff and Charlcen
I/augh comedy of the year
crt w of t,le Cenlral
Ramsdell and Mis. Charles H. Lcwe third and fourth acts. Mrs. Nettie Republican leader in Philadelphia., he Joincd
Pre-release Showing
D.d you ever ren.ize how much
attended a tea given oy Miss Honey B Frcst, in glorious voice, with 35th ward. The deceased is also Maine Power Company as lineman, the word "cat" has to do with
Will Not be «hnwn anywhere el«
in Knox County
Dougherty in Camden. Others at deep and tender feeling, sang survived by two sisters. Mary and and up to the tln)c of hls u;nCKS the English language, and how
“There Comes Another Morrow” Catherine Meehan of Phladelphla.1
jn tbe cjnpioy of that
tending were Miss Freda Burkett,
adroitly
this
word
fits
Into
cx“This Thing Called Love”
Mr. Meehan was 49 years of age. ‘ corporaUon.
ML's Pearl Knight. Mrs Betty Lord. by Sibelius, "Sylvia" by Oley
preeslons of v.tal meaning? Take
Rosalind Russell. Meivyn Douglas
Speaks,
and
as
an
encore
“
Little
In
addition
to
his
prominence
in
'
, Dec. 20. 1915. he was united ln for Instance "cat ladder.'’ Who
! Mis. Dorothy Ames. Miss Pearl
Door* open at 11; Show at 11.30
J Wheeler, Mrs. Barbara Wadsworth, Lady Minuet ’ by Mrs. Grace Wins business circles, he was affiliated marriage to Carr.e Brewster of tills knows what that mean:. It ls a
Mrs. Margaret Ladd, Miss Helen low. Ushers were Mrs. Josephine wJh numerous civic undertakings, j cjty. this union proving a very scaling ladder laid on a roof or
WED.-TIIURS., JAN. 1-J
Hughes and Miss Gwendolyn Mc- Rice. Mrs. Elizabeth Pomeroy and and his many acts of charity and llappy and deVoteJ one. Besides tight against a wall. Then there
his well known generosity will the w.le who survives liltn he leaves
! Kay, all cf Camden. Mrs. Ladd as Mrs. Dorothy Ludwick.
is the "cat call.” This Is an ex“This Thing Called Love’\
cause him to be greatly missed.
four brothers . and two sisters— press.on of disapproval And tlie
sisted.
Rosalind Russell. Meivyn DouglaxJ
Requiem
Mass
was
sung
al
10
Most caterpillars shed their skins
Frank, Fred, Maynard and Mrs "cat boat," a small boat with cne
four times before reaching full a m. on the following Wednesday Kenneth Rocs of Thomaston:
ln St. Edward's Catholic Church, Charles of Portland and Ocrtrudt ol sail llgged cn mast near the bow.
size; a few molt eight times.
Then one speak-; of "cat nap", a I
8th and York streets. Those at- Washlngtcn. D. C.
short, light sleep; and then there
tending the funeral from till, vi- j Services were held from the home
is a semi-transparent quartz that ,
cinity were P. P. Bicknell of the cn Lime.ock street, Friday afterIs called, "cat-o-eye" because of
Bicknell Manufacturing Company. 1 ncon cn lhe 25lh annlvt.,,ary o{
the sharp marking Uke an eye in !
and £upt. Alfied C. Ilccking cf ^^ mariiage diiected by Mr. Rusthe stone. And one could go on
John Meehan & Son's quarry.
|,e-j
M;s
with
j
with a great many more besides j
(I your first name is one of the
C. MacD:nald officiating
ML-. the Black Cat that stands for real
hundred most popular fsminlns
Gladys Grant sang beautifully 'Face news.
first names on our list, you are for*
i to Face" and "It's Good Night Down
• • • •
lunate. That means you can have
J here, but Good Morning Up There.'
"Jane." said the lady of the i
1 The beautiful display of flowers house, “you break mere dishes,
GENUINE ENGRAVED
j spoke silently of the love and esteem than your wages amount to and 1
personal name stationery
i in which he was held. Bearers were do r.ot see what 1 can do about it."
at the lowest cost in his
WATER - DON'T BUY CHEAP
tory. 25 sheets and 25
Jane: ’'Ccdidn't you raise my I
BLEACHING COMPOUNDS ! co-workers of the deceased. Almon
Young, Earle Sukefortli, Clifford wages?"
matching envelopes, only
AND PAY FOR WATER.
I Allen ar.d Leon Flckett. Burial was
.................................. J1
in Achorn Cemetery.
Few birds are left In the cold

YOU

o

COTE’S

MAGIC WATER
Is Full Strength.
It Costs a
Little More but It Is Concentrat
ed and Therefore Goes Further.
Full 32-onnec Bottle.

Stop In and examine our new "400

CAUGHT

relief from

..rub
®WlVwklX
llr• wdiscomforts.
“h clinic-tested
throat, chest back

VICKS VAPORUB

North through the Waiter months,
yet when close attention ls called
and watchful ca.c given, one find;
more birds tn there parts thin
first expected. Who has not seen
the kingfisher along the siloie it
late November and still later I
mild spells?

Line" of engraved stationery in

51.00 boxes.

Postage Extra
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Making A

Three Rockland Boys
Make 1900-Mile Trip
In Three Days

25 YEARS AGO
• • • •

• •••••••

A review from The Courier-Gaiette of happenings which Interested

Roekland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1915.

———— ————————— Oscar H. Gloyd, 71, well known j Horace W. Pierce, a son—Charles
restaurant proprietor, died.
| Augustus.
Cheney M. Hall buoght the Ber- I Union, Dec. 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
nard Ulmer homestead on Tillson ! Robert Payson, a daughter,
avenue.
Rockland, Dec. 29. to Mr. and Mrs.
William M. White, freight brake- ' William Baker, a daughter—Carol,
man was fatally injured in Wiscas• • • •
set, Christmas Day.
Annle orover. 74, died in
Wilbur C. Packard, former street Cushing
car conductor, died, aged 42.
' Mrs Lizzie Haines was elected
Lendon C. Jackson was elected president of cooper Relief Corps,
chief patriarch of Rockland En- unjon
campment.
Edwin C. Stevens, Civil War vetIlarry W. French was elected eraR died in warren,
noble grand of Knox Lodge. I.OO.P | yirgil Hills was elected master of
Cant. Warren McFadden took White Oak Grange.
command of the schooner Warren
Mrs. Katie Prince, 84. died in
B. Potter.
Camden.
Albert K. Gardner resigned es
Alvah M. Tolman, 66. died in
State horticulturist to join the Ex Rockville.
tension Service at the University
W. J. Thompson, formerly of
of Maine.
South Thomaston, was elected State
Roscoe H. McKinney was elected master of the Grange.
commander of Anderson Camp, S.
Charles Dickey, 19. of Vinalhaven,
died from injuries received on board J
cf V.
Fifty-seven box alarms in a single the steamer Vinalhaven.
Mercy E. Lane. 83, died at Vinal
month.
Albert W. Day and Joseph Beaton haven.
returned from the South, where
Henry G. York. 81. of St. George,
they had been employed on a porgie married his housekeeper. Flora E
steamer.
Gray, 45
J. W. Walker, composer and mu- I
sician. died at hls home in Sea
View, Mass.
Roy L. Knowlton of the Francis.
Cobb Co., was elected president of I
A. Jay See Takes a Hand
the local grocers' association.
At Ireemembering—The
Schooner Tarratine was ashore at
Military Band
San Domingo and expected to be a
The Ccurier-Gazette is indebt
total loss. Capt. Anson B. Outhouse
was in command.
ed to "A. Jay See for a photo
M. B. & C. O. Perry sold their graph of the Rockland Military
towboat business to the Snow Ma
Band made on the occasion when
rine Company. It included the tugs
John C. Morrison and Cumberland. William Jennings Bryan made his
{ memorable speech from the Court
• • • •
wnnsA ste^Jhe
ctpns The late
Arthur W
The marriages for this period. House
U to Arthur
W

i

Played For Bryan

The Passing H “Boze”

)own In St. Pete

New College On Mayflower Hill

With the completion of their exteriors, work was stopped in December on the two dormitories shown above. They will house a total of 223
men, etch dormitory having three sections with separate entrances to promote greater convenience and quiet. Not shown in the lower view are the
Lorimer Chapel and the Women’s Union, making a total of six buildings now standing on Colby's new Mayflower Hill campus.

pecially in Maine, who are of col
lege calibre, but who will be de
nied college education because of
their lack of financial resources
superstructures o
two ermiones lflrge dormitories for women; Colby library' by his heirs, and to and the inability of this or any
for men as the outstanding ad- grad,ng a
[arge part of the which will be added additional other college to remove this ob
vance step of the year in thepro- campus, the area from which this valuable items when the Miller 14- stacle. Society, of course, is the
loser in this situation"
Ject to build a new campus for earth was taken being made into brary is completed.
On the financial side. President
Colby cn Mayflower Hill.
an artificial teke of six acres; | president Johnson reports that
Johnson points out that the doubathletic
fields
sufficient
for
three
faulty
and
student
body
this
As yet unnamed, these buildings
football gridirons graded and year are both the largest in the ' :ln« °{ Colby's endowment over
will represent the combined gifts
made ready for turf; bases laid history of the college. From Maine
past 12 years has made posof 879 citizens and Summer resi- for running track, baseball field COme 45 percent of the students.
prsl improvement in the
dents of Maine who are not alumni | and, tennis courts.
quality
of education offered to the
he says, but the proportion of
of Colby. With the addition of
Rare Library Collections
those from other states has been students. He lists the gifts and
bequests (exclusive of building do
The President's report devotes in'r^asin?
dormitories will care fcr all the
nations) since 1929 which total
Explaining the student advisory
resident men students in a stu- special attention to the Colby li
$1668 874. bringing the total pro
system which has been worked
dent body cf the present size.
, brary. Three special collections.
ductive endowment of Cofby Col
out by Deans Ernest C. Marriner
The dormitories bring the num- he states, contain material for
lege over the three million mark
ber of buildings now standing on ' scholars which can be found no- and Ninetta M. Runnals. he says The income from this, he stated,
that it is resulting in "a lessening
Mayflower up to six, the others where else, namely: the Thomas
is at the average rate of 4.8 per
of
the human waste involved in
being
the Lorimer
Memorial Hardy Collection of several thou
cent which is devoted to the op
faulty
adjustment
to
college
life,
Chapel, the Miller Library. Roberts sand items connected with this
eration of the college and. where
or tardy realization of scholastic
MemorLal Union and the Womens famous English author, including
the funds are so designated, to aid
1 Union. Yet to be erected before all editions of his works, manv responsibilities. ’
for needy students,
Colby- can move are a women's ! manuscripts, letters, portraits, re- Colby Endowment Doubled
Colby's budget for the present
dormitory, women's gymnasium, ’ views and unpublished biographical
Speaking of the fact that Colby year is given as over $400 000.
and a science hall.
material; the Landau Mathemati- distributes over $50,000 each year which is the largest in the his
Other developments on May- cal collection, comprising 1.000 in financial aid to students, he tory of the college, yet Which it
| flwer Hil1 mentioned by President volumes and 15.000 pamphlets, says that, nevertheless, “we know Is expected will be balanced, as
Johnson in his annual report on many of them extremely rare; and of too many boys and girts, es- was last jear's
Looking back on 1940. President the past year include: floors and i the Edwin Arlington Rcbinson colFranklin W. Jchnson of Colby Col- ! stairways laid in the Roberts lection of books, manuscripts and
leffe names the
erection of the Union and
the Women's Union; , papers of this distinguished Maine
lege names the erection or
foundations
for one of
d€pos;ted ,R lhe

'Edwin R. Edwards, Jr., Bickford
Los Angles, Dec. 25.
Sylvester and Anson Olds of Roek Editor of The CouriefGazette:—
land and Miss Edna Madden of
This ls Christmas lay but not a
Skowhegan rollel into St. Peters very merry one, as I an thinking of
burg Wednesda', night on a vaca the loss of the vev interesting
tion blltckreig which brought them writer to your paptr, Albion B.
over 1900 miles in just three days, j Crocker.
I had missed his aticles of late,
Hcward Edwards started out with
them but they lost him in Augusta, but thought lt was btause he was
away from home of fir some other
Ga„ on the way down.
H. A. Hcward brought the party reason. I never knew if hls sickness
out for a visit on our front porch until it was published m the paper.
Thursday morning and from the It was a great shock to me and I
conversation which took place I shall miss hls intensting letters
gathered that the trip was made very much. He was lot very old
over U. S. Route No. 1 via Boston. compared with his fatter, who was
New Haven, New York, Philadel 87 when he died. I uad to look for
phia, Baltimore, Washington, Rich “Tenant’s Harbor Das" the first
thing. Who will tak1 his place?
mond and way stations.
Nineteen hundred miles in three "Dad's Diary'* would le a valuable
days right through the heart of thing If anyone could continue to
the traffic ln half a dozen or more write about It.
This is a changing w>rld and soon
of the biggest cities in the coun
our
place will be takci by someone
try ls a demonstration in leaving
places behind which the Italian else. Mr Crocker male the world
Army might envy. Maybe the better while he lived, day we emu
Greeks would have a word for lt late hig example.
Los Angeles Is dr-ssed up in
but it leaves me appalled.
Christmas
robes and the bright
They weren't a bit tired either,
They blew in here Uke a salty lights look very pretty ln the eve
breeze from the snowy hillsides of ning. Pasadena Is risking great
the good old State of Maine and preparation for the Rise Tourna
their enthusiasm and energy so ment and thousands wil be here to
invigorated the atmosphere of this see it.
The Courier-Gazette omes to mv
middleaged, leisurely town, the
address
three times a week and I
city fathers woke up and put new
traffic regulations into effect, just flnd much that is intensting in it,
especially the editorials "The Black
in case.
I was a tittle worried abcut Cat," and "This and Tut."
•
W.J Hatton.
Howard Edwards until I learned

1 Hall was Leader of the band. Unwere:
the picture is too dim
New York—Walter P. Vining8 of fortunately
,
, ..
,
...
New York and Miss Evelyn Bowley ter reproduction. A Jay Sees letter concerning the event, and the
of South Hope.
iBoston—Chester L. Boyd of bar.d follows:
It recalls several members, so
Boothbay Harbor and Mary E
far not mentioned by 'Tree Mem
Thompson of Rockland.
Among them Harold A.
Rockport, Dec. 20. James W. War ber”.
Mills, solo cornetist, Isaac M. Con
ren and Laura H. Robbins.
Walker. Alonzo
Friendship, Dec. 19. Charles W. ant, Harry' N.
MacFarland of Bristol and Miss (Starchy) Atkins, Hosea Barlow,
all now deceased. Another play
Elizabeth R. Morse of Friendship.
Rcckland. Dec. 27. Clarence C. er. J. Fred Morang is shown. Mr.
Wahle of Brooklyn and Miss Georgia Morang was at one time leader of
M. McLaughlin of Rockland.
! this band, as was also Herbert D
/of Belfast” in fact
Rockland. Dec. 20, William E. Farnham, now
it
may
be
possible
that Mr. Farn
Brown, formerly of Thomaston and
Miss Carrie M Brewster of Rock ham led when this picture was
gifts and Christmas cards mean to 1 ton of Union.
taken, but I think not.
CStt" story to tell. She says that cats
land.
Mr. Hall's position in this group
me—especially this Christmas?”
The ray of cheerfulness she de- are intelligent and that she under
Rockland. Dec. 23, Addison L
I told her if she would consent to ' rives from beln« old <#s she caUs Il) stands cat language; I think she
Shute of Rockland and Julia E. Mil indicates that he was the leader.
But
“
Gram
”
Watts
of
I
believe
that
Mr.
Farnham
how

«
u . i.
.. is the thoughtfulness and kindness does.
ler of Cushing.
a write-up about herself ("Gram">
t
J
South Thomaston Was
of her dear friends, and they are, When the carol singers appeared
Rockland, Dec. 24. Wallace A ever was directing the band on
doesnt
like
to
be
in
the
limelight),
i
eglon
on the porch, by the window
Griffin and Edna M. Morang. both the Cobb Convention trip to Ban
Well Remembered
that I will be pleased to let her
3everai gifu she recetved, “Susie,” 'Gram's” little black cat,
gor. and that Mr. Hall's last job
of Appleton.
“Ah! how the time flies now that blends know of her appreciation
cardg , whlch proves to' jumped from her lap, ran to the
Rockland. Dec. 24. George T. Leon as leader was when “Bear Went
I am old. My mother often said: and ^oy' a'so how she k keeP‘n8 her that she is not forgotten
window, sat there and listened to
Over
the
Mountain"
to
Rangeley.
ard and Ida E. Allen.
since her 91st birthday last August, j Her Christmas this year was ex every song, then crawled back Into
I do not understand why C. S. How long, dear Saviour, oh, how
Waldoboro. Dec. 25, John BornTrusting that her friend. The Cou- ceptionally lonely because, owing "Gram's” lap. looked up into her
Montgomery assistant director and jong • ”
helmer and Glenys Oliver.
T
..
.
.
..
,
wUl. as usual, help us
,
wag unable
d, ,ace aRd Mld
. x jugt love
Warren, Dec. 24, Chester E. Har librarian of the present Rockland
I like to have Gram snap out out.
I
the
day
with
her
daughter.
Mrs.
to
hear
Christmas
Carols.
’
City
Band
is
not
shown.
I
see
al

rington and Miss Lottie M Grierson,
of these thoughts and luckily she I To be in possession of the Post Louisa Allen, a pleasure she has not, "Ood bless my dear friends, and
so in this picture the face of
both of South Thomaston.
does when I sit beside her and chat, cane does not thrill "Gram." She missed for 26 years. Her grand- a happy New Year to all,” says
New York, Dec. —Arthur Smalley Charles Wants, cornetist. Mr. Watts
Gram says, “I have so much for says it is a reminder that she is
of Wiley's Corner and Annie Hart was, I believe, at one time leader which to be thankful. Besides my the oldest person living in South daughter Marion and great-grand- 'Gram” Watts.
Ella Watts.
daughter Helen, and Ralph, with his
of the “Keag Band." Now there
of Tenant’s Harbor.
home comforts and pleasures. I Thomaston, so she keeps it out of
“Ue'and kin7'ioughts fw
South
Thomaston.
Dec
30.
are
still
three
others
of
the
old
Camden, Dec. 25, Maynard S.
have so many dear friends. How sight. All of her schoolmates have
I. H. B. and the R. M. B. not in can I ever let them know what these • left her excepting Mrs. Ida Crelgn- her, were unable to come back to
Gould and Nellie G. Frohock.
the old homestead to have Christ
Camden, Dec. 24, George E. Nich this picture, but so far not men
mas with her because baby Helen I
tioned—Billy Stearns and Bob
ols and Flora E. Pillsbury.
|
has
whooping cough It was char
Boston, Dec. 20, Harold Currier Clark (I think both alive) and the
acteristic of "Gram" that she should [
\ 27
late
Roy
Smith,
baritone
player.
and Ava Allen, both of Camden.
say:
“
It
could
be
worse.
I
guess
I
j
Union, Dec. 25. Earle M. Butler Stearns and Smith were both rail
have had my share of pleasures
and Miss Lotta M. Messer, both of road men. Bob Clark served in
these past 91 years."
the
T.
L.
I.
in
the
war
with
Spain,
Union.
A “thank you" from "Gram" to 1
Appleton, Dec. 24, Urban Trask of then in the Philippines, and now
the
young people of the church who
South Hope and Mrs. Iva M. Tay resides in Union. He for a short
kindly
called at her door to cheer 1
time led the R. M. B. The name
lor of Appleton.
her with the Christmas carols.
Lamoine, Dec 25. Ralph W Hoyt of Charles M. Cook drum major
This story wouldn't sound like
of Warren and Miss Hazel Hodgkins has so far been omitted. Unlike
"Gram” if it didn't end cheerfully.
drum
major
H.
B.
Eaton
who
was
of Lamoine.
You all know that “Gram" lovts
Union, Dec. 22, Harold P. Cobb of of solid build with a stately, not
cats, so in closing she has a "Black
Searsmont and Miss Mabel Burgess to say pompous style, Cook was a
bundle of nerves and his baton was
of Union.
IN THE YEAR' 1661, TEA WAS
A GREAT SCHOLAR, ORION OF
Lynn, Mass., Dec. 28, Charles H. a thing of life seldom in his hands,
SO
HIGHLY TREASURED THAT
ANCIENT
GREECE,
IS
SAID
TO
but
never
dropped
or
out
of
con

McKnight and Phyllis Rice.
TWO POUNDS WERE CONSID
HAVE INVENTED WHITE SAUCE
Warren, Dec. 25, Herbert 6. Weav trol, resembling a pinwheel at
times whether in or out of his
er and Miss Gertrude L Hysom.
ERED AGIFT OF SUFFICIENT
you can afford Qenuine, Socially Gorreci
WHICH IS NOW USED AS THE
Swan's Island, Dec. 24, Adeibert hands. Always returning to his
VALUE FOR THE EAST INDIES
BASIS FOR VIRTUALLY ALL
controlling hand to the surprise
J. Knight and Estelle F. Burns.
COMPANY TO PRESENT TO
CREAMED DISHES.
and gratification of the onlookers.
• • • •
And
Charlie
can
still
do
it
in
spite
THE KING.
These births were recorded:
At the Lowest Prices
OO<A OWT-OA
Rockland, Nov. 28, to Mr and Mrs. of the fact that he is truly an
EARN WA OOR*
Ever
Offered Anywhere!
AUTSA
"old timer".
Edward E. Metcalf, a daughter.
I
lAfifr
Lennie Ross, late of Camden,
Rockland, Dec. 23, to Mr. and
VISITING CARDS
Mrs. Vernon E. Rand, a daughter— used a Civil War musket as a
100 Pan«led card*, choto* of 4 sizes and 30
baton and was good, very flashy,
styles of engraving, plate Included.
At These Prices.
Viginia.
only--------------------------------------- J145
Why Buy
Burkettville, Dec. 25, to Mr. and but with a lighter baton Cook
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
could put on the better show. Were
Mrs. Harold Linscott, a daughter.
Imitations?
OR INVITATIONS
Union, Dec. 24, to Mr. and Mrs. the oid days good? As-k any old
Genuine engraving ls
On white or ivory stock—wedding or plate
timer.
Ask
Alvin
Arnold
now
In
Leon Rose, a daughter,
the socially correct
finish. Inside and outside envelopes and
Portland, Dec. 23. to Mr. and Mrs. his middle 80 s.
thing far business sta
plate Included_________________ StJS
“
Al
”
could
handle
a
pair
of
tionery
—
the
dignified,
Ralph S. Keyes, a son.
SOCIAL STATIONERY
impressive medium for
Rockland, Dec. 20, to Mr. and snare drum sticks before the days
Special styles for men and women. A
business or professional
Mrs. Leo Franchi, a daughter— of the “gay nineties" and the
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
use. Now—at these
THE WORD SALARY IS DERIVED
styles of engraving, plate included_____
writer, then a kid, has marched at
amazingly low prices—
Mattle.
SALMON IS SAID TO HAVE'
FROM THE FACT THAT ROMAN
$2.25. $3.95 and wp.
there ts no need to be
North Haven, Dec. —, to Mr and Al s side on Memorial Days when
satisfied with Imitation
BEEN THE FAVORITE DISH
SOLDIERS WERE PAID WITH
BUSINESS STATIONERY
Mrs. Foy Brown, a daughter—Ivallo 200 or more G. A. R. marched
engraving or common
500 business cards or Hammermill Bond
SALT PORTIONS - KNOWN AS
OF IHOMA5 A KEMPI5.
on these occasions either to Sea
place printing. ALL
Geraldine.
letterheads (BWxll or 7VLzlOW, plate in
PRICES
IN
THIS
ADView
or
Achorn
cemetery.
Al
told
North Haven, Dec. —, to Mr. and
"SALARIUM”
cluded, only-------------- - ------------- |7J5
VERTISEMENT
me about a week ago that he can
Mrs. James Beverage, a son.
INCLUDE THE COST
Vinalhaven. Dec. 20, to Mr. and still drum. He attends about all
OF ENGRAVING THE
PLATE.
mini nr
of the Public Landing concerts.
ON A HUNTING EXPEDITION WITH THE BISHOPfj,,
Mrs. Vivian Drew, a daughter.
ton me coos i
Camden, Dec. 6. to Mr. and Mrs. They never get over it.
OF AVERYON, KING CHARLEMAGNE EXClAIMEDk^><
Harold ?4ash, a son—Maurice Ed
OVER THE EXCELLENCE OF THE ROQUEFORT
The ex-kaiser, when writing to
ward.
Rockland, Dec. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. his brother Prince Henry of Prus
CHEESE, SAYING THAT THIS CHEESE
~v
sia. in 1897 flrst used' the famous
Herbert E. Simmons, a daughter.
PO5SE55ED A FLAVOR FIT FOR THE CODS.
Rockland, Dec. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. phrase, “the mailed flat."

It Was A Lonely Day

FOOD FACTS nno FOIBLES

PPORTUMITy

int/f

(ANT-ADS

ENGRAVED STATIONERY

3 FAmOUS GOURmtTS OpIjSTORV c

THE COURIER GAZEUE

Brings Sorrow To a Los
Angeles Subsciber Of
His Generatioi

he left the party at Augusta. Oa
purposely and wasn't Just switched
off going round a curve.
Edwin Edwards informed me
that the party would leave St.
Pete around Christmas day on its
return North. I didn't ask him if
the coming down schedule would
be adhered to on the Journey back
again, but if it ls they will prob-

ably arrive in Rocklana ln ad
vance of this letter, and what they
may see enroute won t be half as
important as who secs them
Mrs. Lucretia Thayer, a former
state officer in the national D A R.
and active in Its work of assisting
in national defense by means of
patriotic
education.
broadcast
Thursday afternoon from WSYN ln
the Interests of the cause.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Thorndike
and Mr. and Mrs. Almon Bird have
arrived ln town ter the Winter.
I was making a Christmas pur
chase in Waldron's Drug store
Tuesday when a man in a beret
and checked sport coat brushed
past me and I recognized Com
modore Bassett of the Northport
Yacht Club. He and Mrs Bassett
have a trailer parked at the Orange
Blossom Trailer camp on Eight
eenth street. South, and have
been nearly two months on the
trip down from Maine spending a
month in Washington, D. C. and

-

— ...a rfc=

------- =

a
or so ln Oriar.lo. Daytona
Beach and other places.
Mrs. Ora Jones oi Belfast is
registered at the Poir.jettia Hotel.
O H R

THE RETURN JOl'RNEY
j The return trip wts somewhat
'5lowrr' >a'ing St Pete,burg Tuesj day night, and arriving in Rockland
Saturday morning, in overnight
stop was made in Washington, D. C-,
and in New York, Bickford left the
party to visit with his mother.
Louisa Francescht. The one-way
mileage hit 1860

UNION
A watchnight service will be
held at the Church of the Naza
rene tonight, beginning at 11
o'clock and lasting to a few min
utes past 12. The pastor. Rev Mr.
Ames will be in charge. The of
ficials and members of the churcn
together with thc teachers and
cabinet members of the church
school will meet earlier in the eve
ning for special prayer of the work
for the coming year.
Topsy-Turvy Sale, Thursday. Fri
day and Saturday, Jan. 2-3-4.
Crockett's Baby Shop—adv.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oasetts.

WHERE YOU CAN BUY

THE COURIER GAZETTE
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday At Noon
IN ROCKLAND
Naum & Adams,
Chisholm's,
Huston-Tuttle Book Store,
A. H. Robinson,
Jack Green's,
Isaac B. Simmons’,
Carver’s Book Store,
Charles Tibbetts',
C. M. Havener,
George W. Hemenway,
Kennedy's,
Murray’s Market,
Jake Small,
Economy's,
State News Company,
W. E. Graves,

222 South Main St.
438 Main Street
404 Main Street
272 Main Street
246 Main Street
724 Main Street
304 Main Street
288 Main Street
Rankin Block
10 Limerock Street
548 Main Street
102 Broadway
17 Willow Street
9 Park Street
79 Park Street
Maverick Square

IN NEIGHBORING TOWNS
S. W. Hastings,
A. J. Donaldson,
Cogan Drug Store,
Mrs. E. M. Ludwig,
W. E. Carroll,
A. B. Vinai,
P. L. Brown,
Harold Fossett,
Flora Baum,
A. B. Borgerson,
Mrs. Bert Andrews,
L. H. Ewell,
H. A. Barrows,
Ernest Rawley,
Mrs. Enid L. Monaghan,
Mrs. Carrie A. Geyer,
Mrs. Lillian Stevens,
Fred Ludwig,
Shaw Book Store,
Brown & Sprowl,
B. W. Dunham,
D. J. Noyes,
Mrs. Arthur Robbins,

Camden
Thomaston
Warren
Waldoboro
Rockport
Vinalhaven
North Haven
Union
South Thomaston
Owl’s Head
West Rockport
Rockville
Glen Cove
Tenant's Harbor
Port Clyde
South Cushing
Pleasant Point
Washington
Bath
Appleton
Atlantic
Stonington
Ash Point

